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What is Afonso Dhlakama up
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• Transmitlers

YEARS

•

Temperature, pressure, differential
pressure, flow, level and electrical
variables.

•

Years

8 day

almost

to

liquid
Systems
Design and engineering,
installation, commissioning

the

• Process Control

when Hartmann

& Braun announced their

• Recorders

acquisition of Process
Control

Multipoint and line

Instrumentation

• Panel Meters

(PCI) in South Africa.
Taken

at

a

lime when

other

major instrument
suppliers were at risk of
starting a “Chinese
Auction” in their haste to
divest themselves of South

African

investments, it
several raised

caused

eyebrows.
“Not

hasty decision”
was the categoric statement by Joseph Felder.
a

President of Hartmann &
Braun AG. but part of a
worldwide strategy to

Analc^ue and Digital
• Controllers

returned

& Braun

Without the installed base

direct with the manufacturer

8

of their

equipment.

Years later and Hartmann

boast

an

&

Braun

can

order book 4

times that of the first year
of operation and an order

backlog that includes
major projects that would
read like

a

WHO’S WHO

of South African Contracts

for grabs in the last 1-3
In this period a company historically tied to the
up

and markets
fied

as

well

identi-

were

as

stream

a

con-

of either

taining the cost increases
of local inflation and

PRODUCTION

has to be achieved without

Over
meters

1.1

million panel

have

now

been

mann

market.

Pre-

Hartmann &
products have carthe tags “expensive,

Braun’s

man

to

use”

or

“Ger-

documentation

only”. However, these
statements clearly reflect
the inadequacy of most

& Braun. In 1984

agency agreements.
Sales and support

international company
documentation is of a high

degree.

design of the meter. In
addition though, an extensive and growing range of
measuring transducers are
added to the prcxluction
line. Utilising the well
established H&B design,
local

manufacture

is

undertaken without sacri-

ficing any quality when
compared to the overseas
product.
The biggest single challenge facing this division is
to

maintain

resorting to that old
faithful of import tariff
protection.

cost

effective

production, always in
comparison with the imported product, while con-

transfer was the important
investment in equipment.
The official opening of the
Card Diagnostic Centre is

history now. but it followed
logically on the electronic
laboratory and pressure gas
calibration facilities. Col-

Telefax (03I)28-f8225
Branch

rica, this department reprethe culmination of 7

years
extent

of effort. To the
that it provides

trained engineers and
technicians to undertake
all aspects of project exe-

IA Pirin Road.
Parow Industna 7500
PO Box 121
■
._163. Parow
Vallex 7503

cution, it has

now seen

the

successful commissioning
of several key projects.
With some 39 systems and
in excess of 400 process
stations installed it is good

proof that this “man”
investment
while.
As

was

services

worth-

department the parallel activity
to achieve a technology
a

-

Telephone ((021)931-9238
Telefax (021 )932-9145
Branch

PROJECT
MANAGEMENT
With major strategic
projects “in house” the 5
project managers control
the heartbeat of each
to ensure

Braun

one

that Hartmann &
deliver what

can

contracted to
do. Projects undertaken
for. among others. AECI,
they

were

Goldfields, Eskom. Moss-

Sasol and Iscor have
challenged the collective

gas,

and individual talents of
this team but the rewards
of handing over successful
installations have served to
spur
one

Manager Ken Hall

Cape Town

Industry.

In terms of technology
transferred to South Afsents

in the Process Control

Rooyen

Telephone (031) 28-5174

.

none
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live
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change rate variation. This
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M
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difficult
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Power Generation Indus-

to
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of at least
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support

ried
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was one

agencies handled
by PCI, the growth in
market share was part of
a well developed marketing strategy. Key products

viously
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supply users and potential users of H&B
equipment the long term financial and technical
security by dealing directly with the manufacturer
of the users equipment

the fact that Hartmann

years.

try w’as able to

Johannesburg^

enjoyed by many other
companies, due in essence
to

Training

OFFICES
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To
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60 other
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the

have

a
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to

leaving behind

well trained local operation fully self sufficient.
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THE PEACE PROCESS IN

THRKK YKARS ago. «e expressed the “real hope that mS*) will be a
turning point marking the gradual end to »ar and strife in Mo/.ambique"

evidence

gathered by Africa W atch and presented in this report indireputation is well deserved. In 1992. REWA.MO has eontinned to commit atrocities against civilians,
including forcing parents
to kill their own children, and has carried out attacks on
food convoys.
Contrary to RENAMO claims, mutilations of civilians continue up to
the present time.
cates

{SAI’H.U: Kditorial. Vol. 2. No. 9. .June. 1989). But even then. President
Chissano warned us (in an intervievt published in that issue of SAPUM);
There is

a

whether

or

wish,

a

desire, to

not the

see

this

come to an

end. Much

depends

on

bandits' sponsors

take a more active attitude to stop
the banditry, if they do that, then the day is nearer... we still have a
Job to do which may take some time because we are dealing with a
dehumanised group ofpeople. If we attempt dialogue, we may have two
or three who are
prepared to listen. But, sometimes, you may be speaking to people who have already lost their soul. And how can you e.xpect
this thing to be over in a short while?
have to work patiently.
And

so

it is that

hopes

high

with the recent reports about
the imminent peace agreement between the Mozambican
gosernment and
Renamo. Again, our correspondent (Fernando (foncalves) in
Maputo cautions
us against too much
optimism. He cites as a major reason for the possible
failure of the Rome talks. Dhlakama's incapacits to impose a ceasefire within
his 0» n organisation. Besides, Renamo's
negotiating strategy. if sustained in
the Rome talks, might wreck the process, given its (more than
implied)
insistence that Chissano dismantles the Mozambican state as a precondition
run

once more

for the peace agreement.

Against this background alone, there would be little

expect from the
is a real
prospect in Mozambique. First, both Renamo and its external supporters can
no
longer sustain this scourge indellnitelv.
Rome talks. But there

I'he international
role in that

country,

are more

to

fundamental indicators that peace

community has become more informed about Renamo's
as the Africa Watch report herein published confirms:

RENAMO has gained a reputation for extreme

brutality; first-hand

public
opinion, particularly given all that Chissano and his government have done
in the interests of peace.
.Second. Renamo's external base in the
evolv

ing balance of forces

desejo, vero fim deste. Muito depende de se vejase uma
atuaqao mas positiva da parte do apoio de fora em acabar com o
banditismo. Se Jlzessam isso, entao o dia é mais proximo
nos ainda
temos uma tarefa que pode levar atgum
tempo porque se trata de um
grupo deshumanizado. Se tentavamos dialogar com eles, pode haver dots
ou tres elementos
que e.stao promos a escutar. Mas, as rccc.’», pode ser
que J'alassemos com pessoas que Jd perdessem a alma. E como pode-se
pensar que isso acabard cm breve? Temos que trabalhar com paciencia.
Assini é que surjjem as esperaiu;as mais uma vez, com informa<;oeN no\as
sohre o iminente acordo de paz entre o governo Moyambieano e o Renamo.
Mais uma vez, nosso correspondente em Maputo (Fernando
(Jonyalves)
avisa-nos ser cautelosos. Fma ra/.ao para nao ser optimista é a
incapacidade
de Dhlakaina de inipbr um cessar-fogo dentro da sua
priipria organizayao.
Alein di.sso. a estrategia de Renamo nas negociayoes em Roma, se
mantivesse-se. pode abalar o pria-esso. dando a sua (mais do que sugerida)
insistencia de que o Chissano desmontasse o F.stado Moyambicano como
condiyao pelo acordo de paz.
Se fosse este cenario o unico. parece que ha poucas
esperanvas para as
negociayoes cm Roma. Mashaoutros sinaisdequeha verdadeirasperspectivas
de paz cm Mozambique. Primeiro. tanto o Renamo tanto o seu
apoio externo
nao pode sustentar indermidamente este
tlagelo.
-A comunidade internacional torna-se mais informada sobre o
papel de
Renamo naquele pais, como afirina o relatorio de Africa Watch
aqui
puhlicada:

Fast but not least, the Mozambican

people Ihemselves vvill, in the next
fate, and consequently. on that of
Renamo as vvell. I'hey vvill have the opportunity, in this respect, to bless vvith
their vote, those they perceive to be their “liberators" and to
relegate to the
dustbin of history those that have been their betrayers:
assuming, of course,
that free and fair elections can be executed in the absence of
banditry and
general elections,

(ianhava

2

o

Renamo

uma

reputa<^ao de brufalidade excessivo; obser-

soon

decide

on

their

ovv n

coercion.

MOgAMBIQUE

vagoes de primeira mao recolhidas pcia Africa Watch e aprescutadas
neste relatorio indicant que merecem esta
reputaquo de hrulalidadc. Em
1992, Renamo continuava cometer atrocidades contra a popula<;ao civil,
incluindo o de forqar pais a matar as suas
criangas, e também o Renamo
tern atacado escoltas de

um

...

subregion is on the decline, fhe
ithin South Africa itself determine that the South

Siuithern Africa.

“esperan^a real de que o ano 1989 sera urn ponto
de partido. sinal duma acahamentn gradual a
guerra e conflito no
Mozambique'' iS.APEM Fiditorial, \ ol 2. No 9, .lunho de 1989). Mas, mesmu
naquela altura. o presidente Chissano nos av isava (nunia entrev ista puhlicada
na inesina ediyao de S.APE.M):
vontade.

vv

African state cannot indelliiitely sustain its support to Renamo. Of
particular
significance in the recent weeks since the Boipatong massacre and the demise
of CODKSA, has been the rise and
development of an emergent state under
Mandela, running virtually parallel to that of I)e Klerk, vvith the former
assuming more and more prominence internationally. More than that. I)e
Klerk's state can no longer behave as the centre of the Southern African
universe, determining and influencing both present and future
developments.
I'he current Mozambican peace prwess itself is testimony that the Frontline
States have novv assumed the upper hand,
increasingly marginalising the
South .African apartheid state in an e>ol>in^ peace and
security equation in

() PROCESSO DE PAZ EM

lima

that this

Dhlakaina and his Renamo will be acutely aware that a breakdown in the
Rome talks will render llieiii even more vulnerable to this informed

H A I'RF^S anos falamos da

Hå

MOZAMBIQUE

ao

que

ate ao

pretende

apoio alimentarpara apopulaqao. to eontrdrio
Renamo. as mutUaqoes da populaqao civil continua

presente.

Dhlakama
das

o

e o seu

negociazoes

em

Renamo devem estar bem conscientes de que o
se tornava mais viilneråveis a esse tipo de

Roma

publica informada. ennsiderando
Chissano

e o seu

(loverno

em

na causa

particular

o

muito que

colapso
opiniao
foi feito pelo

de paz.

Segundo: A diminuizao da base externa de Renamo na sub-regiao. A mesma
de foryas dentro da Africa do Sul determina de que a
pode continuar a apoiar o Renamo. De particular
importancia durante as ultimas semanas desde o niassacro de Boipatong, e a

evolucao do balanzo
Africa do Sul nao
mortc de

sob

CODESA é

o

nascimento

e

desenvolv imentu dum estado emergente

Mandela, que

funciona v irtualmente em paralelo ao tal de De Klerk, e
com o primeiro a asumir mais em mais
importancia no mundo externo. Alem
disso. o estado de De Klerk nao pode continuar actuar como o ceiitro do
o

universo Sul Africano,

a

determinar

presente tanto no futuro. Mesmo

o

e

activar desenvolvimentos

actual processo de paz

tanto

no

Moyambicano

e
testeniunho de que agora a posiyao superior pertence aos estados da Finha da
Frente. deixando o estado apartheid aos margens num jogo de foryas

respeitanteo

paz e a seguranya n:i Africa Austral.
mas nao de nuineira iienhuma o menus

Einalmente.

importante, é de (]ue t)
decidiram-ses em brev e sohre o destino deles,
e consequentemente, o de Renamo taniliem. Terao a
oportunidade. neste
respeito. ou abenyoar de votos aqueles que veem como “liheradores" e de
deitar no lixo de histiiria os que eram traidores: naturahnente a supor de que
pode haver eleiyoes iivres e Justes numa ausencia de banditismo e coeryao.
pov o

Mivyamhicano eles

mesmos

Sapem Jin.v. 1W2
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Compiled by Maurice Mutowo

ZIMBABWE

As

Harare: Zimbabwe’s Cabinet Reshuffle
On the
a

morning of July 3, 1992. President Robert Mugabe announced

cabinet reshuffle which reduced Government ministries from 21 to 18.

Seven ministers and four

deputies

were

dropped from the Government

and these included veteran and controversial

politician. Dr Herbert

Ushewokunze (former Minister of

Energy. Water Resources and
includes nine deputies from the original
original list of 32 ministers of state and the Attorney General

Development). The
13 and the
was

with the

follow-up to the Gaborone talks. President Chissano of Mozani-

bring about

to
a

lot had

to

a

quick ceasefire in Mozambique. He also indicated that

be done in the

areas

of reconstruction, reconciliation and

unity and that the people of Mozambique were ready for "real
democracy". The two leaders will meet in Rome on August 3 this year.

new setup

Botswana/US

reduced to 26.

The reshuffle

a

bique met President Mugabe in Harare on July 19. President Chissano
agreed to meet Afon.so Dhlakama and said that he would do everything

Military Cooperation

Constmction of an airbase estimated

was

announced

as a

"rationalisation exercise" in line

country’s economic structural adjustment

P2 billion (US $1 billion)

advanced stage.

It is located 10.3 kilometres north-east of the
capital. Gaborone, near the small town of Molepirle. and is
scheduled to be completed in two years. The government intends to
cover the costs of
building the airbase by leasing it to the US Air Force.
The contract for the scheme, code-named "Project
Eagle", was won by
a French company. Spie
Batignolles. w ith a South African company,
an

programme.

to cost

(about 20 percent of Botswana’s Gross Domestic Product), has reached
Botswana

SOUTH AFRICA

.Johannesburg: The Boipatong Massacre
More than 40 Blacks,

massacred in what

was

including

and children, were brutally
killing of the apartheid reform

women

the worst township

in

Boipatong on June 17 this year. Residents of the Boipatong
township said Zulus, aligned with Inkatha, ran berserk for four hours,
killing residents, while police failed to intervene. Although the governera.

ment

blames most violence

on a

feud between the ANC and

the ANC claims that it is the government

violence and then side with Inkatha

to

Inkatha.

security forces who instigate

undermine the ANC. In fact, the

ANC

alleged that a unit of members of a pre-independence Namibian
police squad "Koevoet" (crowbar) took part in the massacre.
When the South African

president. F. W. de Klerk, tried to visit
Boipatong, he received a very hostile reception, an indication that he is
still not acceptable to Black South Africans. Following the Boipatong
massacre,

the ANC leader. Nelson Mandela,

al talks and demanded

suspended the constitution-

international commission

investigate the
case. Mandela told a rally of about 20 (XK) people at Evaton
township,
that the negotiation process was ”completely in tatters".
an

After almost two years

of

peace

After

war

in

Mozambique, provided his followers would

arrested

one

not be

by President Chissano’s Frelimo government.

and half hours of peace

talks with President Mugabe of

Zimbabwe and President Masire of Botswana in Gaborone
the Renamo leader

accepted that the

continue in power

until elections

on

July 4.

Frelimo government must
held. Unable to face the cold

present

were

turkey effects of lack of financial and military aid from his Western
ma.sters. Dhlakama is now preparing to transform his movement into a
political party.

4

ZAMBIA
Lusaka: Kaunda to Retire
Veteran

politician, fomier Zambian president, leader of LINIP and

one-time chairman of the Frontline States. Dr Kenneth Kaunda, will
retire from
He intends

politics next month, according to sources within his party.
spend his retirement at his farm in north-east Ztunbia and

to

his home in Lusaka.
after he

was

Although he had declared that he would quit pttlitics
presidential elections by Mr Frederick Chiluba.

defeated in

when he would retire.

move-

of Mozambique (which came about as a result
of international pressure). Afonso Dhlakama, the Renamo leader, said
that he was ready for an immediate ceasefire in order to end the 17-yearor

Although the whole project is shrouded in secrecy, it is understoixl
military companies are expected to supply military aircraft
and equipment to the Botswana Defence Force as part of the deal with
the government. Botswana forces held joint
military manoeuvres with
the US in January this year, and this form of
cooperation is a cause for
concern for the people in the subregion.
that French

MALAWI

talks between the Renamo

and the government

harassed

its main subcontractor.

he did not say

(Jaborone: The Mo/.ambican Peace Talks

old civil

as

to

BOTSWANA

ment

LTA.

Lilongwe: Chihana Charged With Sedition
Chakufwa Chihana. Malawi

opposition leader, was freed on K10 ()(X)
July 11 this year after being kept in solitary confinement for three months without charge,
during which time he was denied
reading material. Chihana said that he would continue campaigning for
democracy and that president Kaniuzu Banda’s government was "in tatters" and had failed to suppress demands for political refonns in recent
months. Two days later, he was charged with three counts relating to
sedition, ie importing .seditious publications: being in prrssession of
seditious publications and preparing an act with seditious intent. While
awaiting trial for having allegedly committed the abovementioned
seditious acts. Chihana was detained again on July 14 when he reported
to the police.
(ZS12 500) bail

on
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PEACE IN SIGHT?
Fernando Gons alves

that elements from his movement

THF: possibility, which has gone

sano

beyond the level of speculation, that the
President of Mozambique, Joaquim Chis-

would not be

sano,

will

soon

meet

Further guarantees which Dhlakama is
demanding of the Mozambican President

for the first time the

Renamo leader. Afonso Dhlakama, now,
more

than

ever,

raises the question

of peace

are

Mozambique.
following a meeting in Harare
on July 19, with his Zimbabwean counterChissano.

considers

Mugabe, announced that he

Botswana, which Dhlakama held with

Mugabe and Botswana’s Presi-

dent Ketumile Masire, the rebel leader an-

received guarantees

from President Chis-

to

be undemocratic and which

by the government against its
during the transitional period between the ceasefire and a general election.
Renamo has neverpublicly mentioned such
articles, with the exception of line “a" of
article 122. which gives the President of the
republic the power to declare a state of war,
of siege or of emergency.
Recent developments owe themselves to
a large extent, to the personal efforts of Tiny

Apparently, recent developments have
so rapid that Chissano has been
obliged to abandon his previous position,
that a meeting with Dhlakama would only
take place in the context of a ceasefire.
In a meeting in Gaborone, capital of

sign acea.sefire if he

multi-

members

been

nounced that he would

new

could be used

will meet the rebel leader.

President

that he withdraw from the

party constitution, which has been in force
since 1990, various articles which Renamo

in

part, Robert

persecuted by the Mozam-

bican authorities.

Chissano ofMozainhiMoving towards democracy

President Joaquim
que:

Rowland, executive director of the British
multinational, Lonrho, who

was

able to

PAZ A VISTA?
Par Fernando

GoiK^alves

ja fora do nivel das especula9oes. de que o presidente de Misy'ambique. Joaquim Chissano. se encontrara
pela primeira vez com o lider da Renamo. Afonso Dhlakama, coloca as hipoteses da paz em Moyambique mais realistas agora

A POSSIBILIDADE, agora
em

breve

do que nunca.

Chissano, dcpt)is de urn encontro com o seu
iria encontrar-se com o lider rebelde.

homologo do Zimbabwe, Robert Mugabe, no dia 19 de Julho em Harare, anunciou que

ullimos dias foram tao rapitlos que obrigaram o presidente Chissano a abandonar a sua
posiyao antei ior, de que um encontro com Dhlakama apenas teria lugar no contexto de um cessai-fogo.
Numa reuniao cm Gaborone, a capital do Botswana, que Dhlakama manteve com Mugabe e com o presidente Ketumile Masire daquele pais, o chefe dos rebeldes anunciou que assinaria o cessar-fogo caso recebesse garantias do presidente Chissano, de que elementos do seu movimento nao seriam perseguidos pelas autoridades Moyambicanas.
Outras garantias que Dhlakama pretende receber do presidente Moyambicano é de que este retire da nova constituiyao multipartidaria
em vigor desde 1990. alguns artigos que a Renamo considera anti-democraticos e que poderao ser utilizados pelo Govemo contra os
sens membros no periodo de transiyao entre o cessar-fogo e as eleiyoes gerais.
A Renamo nunca apresentou em publico tais artigos, com a excepyao de da alinea ‘a’ do artigo 122. que atribui ao Presidente da
Republica poderes para declarar o cstado de gucira. de sitio ou de emergencia.
Os ultimos desenvolvimentos devem-se, em grande parte, ao empenho pessoal de Tiny Rowlands. Chefe E.xecutivo da Multinacional
Britanica. Lonrho. que persuadiu tanto Dhlakama como o presidente Mugalre a encontrarem-se pela primeira vez a 10 de Janeiro, em
Aparentementc, os dcscnvr)lvimenios dos

Blantyre. Malawi,
Sapem July. 1992
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Lonrho's Role

Tiny Rowland has, in this
more or

less

sense,

acted

the guarantor

of the whole
process, as, according to sources close to
the executive director, there is a
high level
of mistrust on Dhlakama's part in relation
to both Mugabe and Chissano.
Despite his Kenyan passport, without
Tiny Rowland, Dhlakama would never
as

have left his central base in the

mountains. It is
Dhlakama
say

the

to

the

Gorongosa

Tiny who will bring
meeting with Chissano,

sources.

According to these

same sources,

this

role of Tiny

Rowland is not intended in any
way to torpedo the peace efforts which are
currently under way in Rome, where
delegates from the two opposing parties are
meeting to discuss questions of a military
nature, with a view to fonning a single na-

Pic: Zimbabwe Min. of information

tional army.

Tiny Rowland (left) brought Afonso Dhlakama and his wife to Botswana in his personal
aircraft
persuade Dhlakama, as well as President
Mugabe, to meet for the first time on
January 10, in Blantyre, Malawi. It was also

Lonrho. say these same sources, has vast
economic interests in Southern Africa,
which will remain unviable so long as the

Rowland who organised the Gaborone

armed conflict in

meeting, bringing Dhlakama to the
Botswana capital in his personal aircraft.

Mozambique persists.

The Zimbabwean head of state has also

played an important role, having succeeded
Foi também Rowlands que

Tiny Rowlands

organizou

a

reuniao de Gaborone, e levou Dhlakama

tern, nesse sentido, funcionado mais

ou menos como o

no seu

aviao

pessoal até

garante de ttxio este processo.

Chefe Executivo, hä grande

capital do Botswana.
pois segundo fontcs proximas
a

desconfian^a por parte de Dhlakama em relay'ao quer a Mugabe quer a Chissano.
Apesar do passaporte Queniano. sem Tiny Rowlands, Dhlakama nao sairia também da sua ba.se central nas serras da Gorongosa.
Tiny que levara Dhlakama para o encontro com Chissano, disseram as fontes.
ao

É

Segundo as mesmas fontes, o papel de Tiny Rowlands nao prctende de modo algum torpedar os esforyos de paz que estao a ser feitos
Roma, onde delega9oes das duas paites beligerantes encontram-se discutir
questi:)es de ordem militar com vista a formay'ao de uni

em

exercito nacional iinico.
A

Lonrho, diz.em

as mesmas

fontes,

quanto j'lerdurar o conflito annado

em

tern enomies

interesses economicos

na

Africa Austral,

os

quais estarao

scmpre

inviabilizados

cn-

Mozambique.

O

papel do chefe do estado Zimbabweano tern sido também de relevo, tendo conseguido convencer Chissano d;i necessidade de se
pessoalmente com Dhlakama.
Dois dias depois do encontro com Chissano em Harare,
Mugabe despachou para Maputo os seus dois principais Ministi'os envoi vidos
neste processo, Emmerson
Mnangagwa. da Justiga e Assuntos Legais. e Sydney Sekeramai. da Seguranza.

encontrar

Os dois Ministros trabalharam

com

Pascoal Mocumbi, Ministro dos

Negociazoes Estrangeiros de .Mozambique, e Rafael Maguni. da
elaborazao do cadenio de garantias que serao aptesentadas a Dhlakama em Roma.
O presidente Mozambicano estara. possivelmente a mudar de
posiz'ao numa resposta a pressoes internas e externas, quanto a necessidade urgente de .se por cobio aquilo que se transfomiou num dos maiores holocaustos
ja vistos em Africa.
Intemamente, representantes das Associazoes dos jornalistas, dos escritores e dos miisicos. enviaram recentemente ao
presidente
Chissano e a Dhlakama uma carta aberta exigindo-lhes que ajam de modo a
por fim o mais rapidamente possivel a guerra.
Por outro lado, o estado da economia Mozambicana
atingiu um ponto de rotura, com as exportazoes a atingirern apcnas 100 milhoes
de dolares anuais. contra as mais de 6(Xt milhoes de dolares de
importazoes. financiadas com base em donativos do exterior.
Em privado, representantes da comunidade doadora tern estado a dizer aos
governantes Mozambicanos que futuros financiamentos
ou emprestimos, incluindo para
ajuda alimentar, estarao condicionados a assinatura de um acordo de paz.

Infomiazao,

6

na
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KX) million dollars per year, as

convincing Chissano of the necessity of
meeting Dhlakama in person.
Two days after the meeting with Chissano in Harare, Mugabe despatched to
Maputo the two Ministers who have been
most directly involved in this process; Emin

the

ports,

opposed to

than 600 million dollars in im-

financed mainly from foreign aid

donations.

private, representatives of the donor
community have been saying to the
Mozambican government that future
financing or loans, including food aid, will
be conditional upon the signing of a peace
In

Mnangagwa,of the Ministry of JusLegal and Parliamentary Affairs, and
Sydney Sekeramayi, of National Security.

merson

tice.

The two Ministers worked with

more

♦

accord.

Pascoal

Mozambique's economic plans were accepted. but received scant welcome during

Mocumbi, the Mozambican Minister of

Foreign Affairs, and Rafael Maguni of Information, in drafting the list of guarantees
which will be presented to Dhlakama in

the latest annual consultative group meet-

ing on Mozambique, held last December in
that donors had
already begun to exhibit a certain fatigue.
Donors have, however, been forced by the
worst drought to hit Southern Africa this
century, to adopt a regional approach to aid
for all countries, including Mozambique,
Paris, for the very reason

Rome.

The Mozambican President is possibly
ready to imxlify his position in response to
internal and external pressures, as

well

as

the urgent necessity to put an end to what
has become one of the most terrible
holocausts

ever

Renamo leader,
without

witnes.sed in Africa.

a

Afonso Dhlakama: Rebel

cause?

Dhlakainu: A Brief Profile

Internal and PAternal Pressure For

Until

Peace

tain extent,

them to act towards

Mozambique, representatives from
the various associations of journalists,
writers and musicians, recently sent Chissano and Dhlakama an open letter begging
In

war as

quickly

as

putting

an

end to the

possible.

On the other hand, the state

of the

has reached breaking point, with exports amounting to a mere
Mozambican economy

bican

now,

Dhlakama has been, to

a cer-

mystical figure in the Mozampolitical scene, his name linked in a

generalised

a

way

with the innumerable and

brutal atrocities committed in the name of

his movement.

pianos cconomicos de Mozambique foram aceites mas tiveram pouca receptibilidade na ultima reuniao anual do grupo consulMozambique, realizada em Dezembro do ano passado em Paris, justamente porque os doadores comecaram jd a demonstrar
urn certo desgaste. Alienas a pior seca do seculo que se abate sobre toda a regiao da Africa Austral levou os doadores a adoptarem uma
aproximazao regional na ajuda aos pai.ses da regiao. incluindo Mozambique.
Até ao momento Dhlakama é. de certo modo. uma figura mfstica no cenario politico Mozambicano, ligando-se de forma generalizada,
o seu nome as imumeras e brutais atrocidades cometidas em nome do seu movimento.
Os

tivo sobre

Mangunde

Segundo Augusio Mabeleza, que diz ser primo do pai de Dhlakama, Macacho Dhlakama. o lider da Renamo na,sceu em
(ex-Missao de Sao Francisco de A.ssisi). acerca de 15 quilometros da sede do Distrito de Chibabava, na Provincia Central de
dos

Nunca
sao

Sofala.

depois de ter estado noexerciio colonial Portugues. comoera obrigatorio para todos os Mozambicanos que atingiam
18 anos, o actual lider da Renamo passou para a Frelimo. durante o periodo de transiy'ao para a independencia.

Em 1974

publicamente a verdade. mas a verindependencia, Dhlakama envoia um campo de reeducazao.

a saber exactamente como acabou na Renamo, e talvez ele proprio nunca dirä
é de que, tendo estado na chefia da logistica de um quartel em Sofala. pouco depois da
cenas de roubo de bens pertencentes ao quartel. o que levou a detenzao e o subsequente envio

se

chegou

corrente

veu-se em

Teia sido. de acordo
tando-se

a

a idade

com a mesma versao.

do

campo

de reeducazao onde Dhlakama conseguiu escapar-se para a

ex-Rhodesia, jun-

Rhtxlesianos linha fundado a Renamo.
1978. quando forzas do Govemo invadiram a base onde se encontrava, Dhlakama assumiu a

Andre Matsangaissa. que entretanto juntamente com os

Matsangais.sa, em
lideranza do Movimento.
Falando a imprensa em Genebra, poucos dias apos o
Com

a

morte de

anuncio do Presidente Chissano de que iria encontrar-se com o lider rebelde,
cimeira de dois lideres. sublinhando que vamos discutir importantes questoes politicos
tendo em vista o fim da guerra em Mozambique.
Dhlakama acresceniou que o cessar-fogo podem ser assinado no proprio encontro. caso o govemo aceite o estabelecimento da
Dhlakama disse sobre

democracia
'Viirias

em

o

encontro, que sera uma

Mozambique.

razoes terao

levado Dhlakama a moderar a sua actuazao no trato tanto como os

presidentes Chissano e Mugabe, os seus piores

inimigos.
Sapem July. 1992
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According to Augusto Mabeleza, who
claims

to

be

a

cousin of Dhlakama’s father,

meanwhile together with the Rhodesians,
had founded Renamo.

Macacho Dhlakama, Renamo’s leader was
born in Mangunde (an ex-Franciscan Mis-

when Government forces invaded his base,

sion), about 15 kilometres from the district

Dhlakama assumed the

headquarters of Chibabava, in the central
province of Sofala.

Renamo.

In 1974.

having been in the Portuguese

colonial army, which was obligatory for all
Mozambicans who had reached the age of

18, the

man

who is

now

leader of Renamo

joined Frelimo during the transitional
period before independence.
It has never been known exactly how he
finished up in Renamo, and possibly he
himself will never tell the truth in public.
But the current version is that, shortly after
independence, Dhlakama was put in charge
of

logistics at

Sofala barracks, where he

a

became involved in various cases of theft
of goods belonging to the barracks.This led
to

his

arrest

and

subsequent removal

to a re-

education camp.
It was,

.same

version,

from this re-education camp

that Dhlakama
escaping for (then) Rhodesia,
with Andre Matsangaissa, who

up

Uma individualidade que esteve

envolvida

Matsangais.sa in 1978,

leadership of

Speaking to the press in Geneva, a few
days after the announcement by President
Chissano that he would

meet

with the rebel

leader, Dhlakama said that the meeting
would be

summit of

a

leaders,

two

em-

phasising that they would be discussing important political questions, with a view to
ending the war in Mozambique.
be

a

market

He had told him, said the individual, that

fighting

Peace in

was over.

Mozambique?

In

Maputo there are great expectations
regarding this tete-a-tete, but also much
caution. There continue to be serious
vations

as

to

reser-

Dhlakama’s capacity to im-

pose a ceasefire within his own organisation, and more specifically as to whether he

Dhlakama added that the ceasefire could

will be

signed at that very meeting, if the
agreed to establish democracy
Mozambique.

acceptance of all his units in making them

give

Various

Renamo leader also

government
in

democracy in the

economy was being implemented, which
Renamo had always stated as its objectives.
the time for

Dhlakama

reasons

would have led

moderate his conduct in the

to

capable of ordering and gaining the

up

The

armed actions.

optimistic declarations of the

midable

tone in

contrast

presenting its proposals

Mugabe, his

tions in Rome.

worst enemies.

individual, who

was

involved

in the contacts which culminated in the

Rome

meeting,

says

Dhlakama that there
tinue with the

war,

nos contactos que

that he warned

was no reason

to con-

since all the conditions

culminaram

com a

with the for-

which Renamo has been

agreement with Presidents Chis.sano and
A certain

according to the

succeeded in

joining

With the death of

for the exercise of

country were fulfilled, and

on

military

ques-

In its latest

proposal regarding the forsingle national army, Renamo
insists that this must be
voluntary and must
be made up of 15 (X)0 men, whereas the
mation of

a

government proposes 50 (X)() men.

reuniao de Roma disse

ter

advertido Dhlakama de

havia razao paia continuar com a guerra, uma vez que estavam criadas todas as condi9oes para o exercicio da democracia no
pais, estando em implementa^ao a economia de mercado, que a Renamo sempre disse serem os seus objectivos.
Disse-lhe que o tempo de lutar ja estava
ultrapassado. salientou a referida individualidade.
Em Maputo reina muita expectativa a volta do tete-a-tete, mas muita.s cautelas
também. Continua haver sérias reservas
quanto a
capacidade de Dhlakama impor o cessar-fogo dentro da sua propria organizagao, nomeadamente sobre se .sera ele
capaz de ordenar e
ter aceitagao de todas as suas unidades em faze-las
parar as acgoes armadas.
As declaragoes optimistas do lider da Renamo contrastam também com o tom
irredutivel com que a Renamo tern estado a apresentar as suas propostas sobre as
questtres militäres em Roma.
que nao

Na

sua

ultima proposta de

formayao do exercito nacional imico, a Renamo defende que este deve ser voluntario e composto de 15.(XX)

homens. enquanto que o Govemo proptie 50,tX)0 homens.

O Govemo considera. por outro lado. que para alem dos numeros
propostas
voluntario nao .se confonna com a nece.ssidade de ter uma

o seu caracter

■A Renamo afimia também. que os

do

pela Renamo

serem tao

exiguos

exercito. argumentando que eles estao a ser formados para combater,
O movimento de Dhlakama defende também
que devem ser abolidos os actuals
novo

sigla SISE.
Para
nao se

o

Govemo

as

contextuando

posiyoes assumidas pela Renamo carecem da
na

para a extensao

forya encaiTegue de garantir a .seguranya do pais.
quadros do actual exercito Moyambicano ainda em formayao no exterior nao deverao

necessidade da existencia do estado

noyao

serv'iyos de

seguranya

de um estado, considerando
politico diferente.

que

do pais,

fazer parte

do estado. conhecidos pela

elas visam ajienas distmi-lo,

num contexto

Juigando pela extremidade dos ptrntos de vista dos dois lados e tendo em conta que sao estas as questoes que Dhlakama
pretende discom Chissano. hä
poucas probabilidades de tal encontro vir a produzir re.sultados positivos, podendo vir a servir
apenas de um
exercTcio de relayoes publicas para o lider rebelde.
Depois de movimentar figuras respeitadas do cenario politico regional, tais como Mugabe e Ketumile Masire. dandivlhes
promessas
da sua disponibilidade em assinar o ces.sar-fogo. Dhlakama sera o linico a
perder caso Roma resulte num fracasso.
cutir
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the other
hand, that besides the fact that Renamo’s
numerous proposals are too exacting for the
entire country, its voluntary character does
not confomi with the necessity for having
a force who.se duty is to guarantee the
country’s security.
The government

considers,

on

Renamo also insists that the cadres

of the

existing Mozambican amiy who are currently being trained abroad should not form
part of the new army, arguing that these
cadres are being trained for combat.
Dhlakama also insists that the present

security organisation, known by the
acronym

with Chissano, there are

“SISE”, must be abolished.

meeting will produce positive
quite possible that they may
serve merely as a public relations ex-

results. It is

considering that they envisage merely its destruction, and do not set
the necessity for the existence of the state
in a different political context.
Judging by the extreme polarisation of
the points of view of the two sides, and
taking into account that these are the questions which Dhlakama intends discussing

ercise for the rebel leader.

a

few possibilities

that this

For the government, the positions being
assumed by Renamo do away with the notion of

♦

state,

well

having activated respected figures in
regional political scene, such as
Mugabe and Ketumile Masire, and giving
them assurances of his willingness to sign
a ceasefire, Dhlakama will be the only loser
But

the

if Rome concludes in failure.#

state
Fernando Goncalves is

a

SAPEM

cor-

respondent based in Mozambique.

CONSPICUOUS DESTRUCTION: WAR, FAMINE AND THE
REFORM PROCESS IN

MOZAMBIQUE

Alex de Waal & Alex Vines
208-page report Africa Watch assesthe human rights record of the Mozam-

IN A
ses

and the opposition
Mozambique National Resistance

bican government

(RENAMO).

for

extreme

brutality; first-hand evidence

gathered by Africa Watch and presented in
this report indicates that this reputation is

relief convoys,

well-deserved. In 1992, RENAMO has

soldiers. Government soldiers have been

continued to commit atrocities

responsible for

against

civilians, including forcing parents to kill
their own children, and has carried out at-

Conspicuous Destruction
Mozambique has suffered years of war,
famine and authoritarian government, and
the extraordinary cruelties of the rebel
RENAMO forces. At la.st, peace is a real
pro.spect. Currently, negotiations are being

Contrary to
RENAMO claims, mutilations of civilians
continue up to the present time.
These violations are not wholly random

conducted in Rome that hold out the best

tained evidence of

promi.se of an end to the fighting for 13

that exists in RENAMO-controlled areas,

years. Coming
Mozambican

at this crucial

history,

junction in

Conspicuous
deal with a

Destruction is the first report to
wide spectrum

country.
The civil

war

of human rights in the
between the FRELIMO

RENAMO rebels has
exceptionally brutal. Massacres,

government and the
been

as the cutting off of ears,
lips and sexual organs, and the forrelocation of population, have been

mutilations such

tacks

or

on

food convoys.

indiscriminate. Africa Watch has oba

mdimentary justice

and shows how RENAMO tactics

characteristic of

a war

that has claimed

hundreds of thousands of lives and

reduced

much of the country to stone-age conditions. RENAMO has gained a reputation

SapemJuly, 1992

differ

systematically from one area to another.
One of renamo’s most flagrant abu.ses
has been the forced recruitment

of child

soldiers. Recent evidence obtained

by

Africa Watch indicates that this remains a

policy, with children as young as
eight years old being forced to join and

deliberate

commit atrocities.

noses,

cible

widespread looting of
have been due to the low

while others, such as

also

Conspicuous Destruction
demonstrates that the

has also been

Mozambique

of abuses.
systematic, such as scor-

guilty of

Some have been

army

a range

ched earth tactics in Zambezia

province.

and intemiittent pay

tion,

as

well

as

and poor morale of the

incidents of mutila-

.some

killings of civilians.

During the 1980s, the war caused two
major famines in Mozambique. RENAMO
bears much of the blame, for destroying infrastructure and stealing food, and for
blocking or attacking international food
aid. However, the government is also to
blame. Scorched-earth tactics in Zambezia

province in 1987 were important in creating the famine there at the time, hungry soldiers often loot food convoys, and there is
massive diversion of international food aid.

combined effects of
drought and continued warfare,
Mozambique faces famine on an unpreceIn 1992, due to the

severe

millions of people facing
hunger. It is imperative that the
two warring parties reach agreement on
proposals to allow humanitarian relief to

dented scale, with
extreme

population in all parts of the
The most immediate obstacles to

reach the

country.
this

are

RENAMO’s refusal to allow

land relief convoys,

over-

and continuing diver9
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old, and despite repeated attempts to
obtain peace over the last four years, still
continues at the time of writing. Both sides
years

have been

responsible for human rights

abuses in the

of the

though
conclusively shows that
RENAMO has committed the large
majority of gross abuses. As should be
course

war,

evidence

manifest, RENAMO's abuses
cuse

forces and do
nificance. The
been

are

no ex-

for those committed
not

by government
diminish their sig-

manner

fought is

in which the

war

has

major contributor to the
chronic famine which has afflicted the
a

country since the early 1980s.
The second focus is

on

the refomis in-

stigated by the ruling Mozambique Liberation Front (FRELIMO) under President

The

war

has been

exceptionally brutal

sion of aid

by corrupt members of the
government and army. The Mozambican
Attorney General, who is instigating a
crackdown on corruption, has received littie cooperation from many levels of the
government and army, and has also
received death threats.

During the last two years, Mozambique
radically from being an
authoritarian state, to adopting a liberal
constitution that guarantees civil and political rights in a multi-party system. The
report is the first to assess the government’s
record to date in respecting the rights
guaranteed by these reforms.
has moved

Among other issues, this report analyses
the

new

constitution, the rule of law and the

freedom of the press.

On paper, the reforms
extremely encouraging. In practice,
they have proved less ea.sy to enforce. According to Africa Watch’s interviews with
prisoners detained for alleged involvement
with RENAMO, many are still subjected to
forms of physical abuse, are denied access
to proper legal representation, and are subjected to unfair trials. One of the problems
facing the government is that the economic
crisis and the current structural adjustment
programme mean that it is almost impossible to retain lawyers in government ser¬
are

10

Joaquim Chissano, under which the
country is moving from an authoritarian
one-party .state to a pluralist political systhe Western model. The 1990

tern on

stitution and related

vice, and

train

policemen, security officers and magistrates to the required level.
The press in Mozambique is enjoying its
newly granted freedoms, regularly carrying
reports of government abuses and corruption. This encouraging development is
marred by intemiittent government interference, including the dismissal and intimidation of critical journalists.
In Conspicuous Destruction, Africa
Watch is able to shed new light on some of
the secrets of the FRELIMO regime in its
Marxist days, such as the fate of prominent
dissidents imprisoned following indeto

pendence in 1974. The government has
never publicly disclosed details of what
happened to a number of dissidents, including Lazaro Nkavandame, Joana Simaiao
and Uria

Simango; according to infoima-

tion obtained

by Africa Watch, they

executed in 1983 when it

was

were

feared that

the South African forces would free them

and recruit them

to

RENAMO.

Introduction and

Summary

This reptort is concerned with human
rights in Mozambique. It has a twin focus.
One

set

of

concerns

relates

to

the

war

be-

the Mozambique Armed Forces
(FAM) and the rebel Mozambique National Resistance (RENAMO). This war is 17
tween

legislation

are

con-

the

centrepiece of this transition, and represent
the most wholehearted attempt to build an
institutional and legal framework to
guarantee respect for human rights so far
attempted in the history of Mozambique.
Major concerns remain, relating to the
ability of the government to implement the
promised changes. One of the most .serious
obstacles is the chronic lack of qualified
personnel, notably lawyers, and the poor
prospects for obtaining such personnel in
government service while current
economic problems and programmes persist.
The

Origin of This Report

Since its creation
of Human

regional division
Rights Watch in May 1988,
as a

Africa Watch has been concerned with the
vast

scale of human

Mozambique. This

rights abuses in

concern

has coincided

with concerted efforts

by the Mozambique
government to improve its human rights
record and to obtain credibility and support
from Western countries, particularly the
United States. In 1990, the Mozambique
government invited Africa Watch to undertake research into human rights in the

country. This was the first occasion
which

on

government has extended such an
invitation to Africa Watch. While in the
a
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country,
Watch

the government allowed Africa
representatives to visit prisons

without obstruction

or

conduct interviews with

conditions of
Watch

was

interference, and

detainees under

complete privacy. Africa

akso able to meet with senior

members of the government, up to

and in-

eluding the president. The level of access
provided and degree of frankness shown by
the Mozambique government was unprecedented in Africa Watch’s dealings with
African

governments.

In this repttrt, Africa Watch criticises
both the government and RENAMO for

rights committed in the
including violence against
civilians, unjustifiable forced relocations,
and abusive practices in forcible conscripabuses of human

of

course

war,

tion. In such circumstances, there is

the

that those who are advcKates of or sympathizers with one side in
the conflict will use .selective quotation
from the report in order to make jxilitically
partisan points. Therefore, Africa Watch
has tried wherever fxrssible to make a broad
asses.sment of the culpability of each side
concerning each area of human rights
abuse. In general, it is undoubtedly the case
that RENAMO has been guilty of a wider
range of abuses than the government and

ever-present danger

FAM; the abuses have been on a larger

scale,

frequent, more systematic, and
justice for the victims.
chapter 7 onwards, Africa Watch

more

with less
From

the progress made by the
FRELIMO government towards a
democratic system of government which

civil and political rights. Con-

siderable progress has occurred, but the
record is not unblemi.shed, and significant

remain, not least because
of the lack of resources and personnel (such
areas

of

concern

lawyers) needed to put the refomis into
meaningful practice. RENAMO does not
figure in this account save as a party to the
as

peace

negotiations. This is because

RENAMO, unlike many African resistance
movements, has made no attempt worthy of
consideration to build up any fomi of civil

society in the areas it controls. Despite
RENAMO’s avowed liberal-democratic

ideologies, it has made no constructive contribution to the reform process.

The War

SapemJuly.1992

the

enemy.

relevant party, or as a

1979), South African backing

The largest massacres have been
RENAMO, though sigand attacks on civilian targets have also been carried out by FAM and

and local Mozambican

the

RENAMO insurgency. RENAMO owes its
existence to Rhodesian backing (up to

(since 1980)
opposition to
FRELIMO’s programmes, especially villagisation and the suppression of traditional forms of authority and religion.
RENAMO steadily grew in strength until
about 1988, since then the government has
generally been in the ascendant. At the time
of writing, all parts of Mozambique are affected

by the war.
The total cost of the war is incalculable.
and
hunger and disease have cost a

The United Nations estimates that war

war-related

total of 600 000 lives, but this is no more
a gross estimate. Most of the country’s
economic infrastructure is destroyed or in-

than

operable, and much of the population is dependent on a massive international aid
programme,

Flundreds of thousands of

are refugees in neighbouring
countries or displaced inside Mozambique.

people

Many rural areas have been reduced to a
Stone-Age condition, without trade or

goods, education or
health services and suffering from constant
insecurity. Mozambique needs to be built

modern manufactured

almost from scratch.

Violence
The

war

has involved

widespread

against civilians, including both
systematic use of mutilations and killings and indiscriminate violence during
sweeps through contested areas. The
mutilation of civilians, by cutting off ears,
noses, lips and sexual organs, and by
mutilating corpses, has been one of the

violence
the

most

characteristic abuses of the

carried out by
nificant killings

pro-government Naparama militia.

Both RENAMO and FAM have procedures for disciplining troops responsible

against civilians and failing to
obey directives. In both ca.ses, the offences
that have been punished have been those
for violence

against civilians living in each
anny’s “consolidated” zone. There is very
little evidence of di.sciplinary action against
those responsible for abuses during
military actions in contested areas, with the
implication that distinction is drawn between enemy combatants and civilians
suspected of supporting them.

committed

Control of the
A

Population

primary aim of both parties to the con-

flict has been to exercise control over as
much of the civilian

population as possible.
this is to deny the enemy access to
supplies held by the civilians, in part to extract resources from the population (labour,
In part

food and relief aid destined for the
civilians) and in part to establish

legitimacy. The government’s former
policy of villagisation was intended to meet
the twin goals of social transformation and
counter-insurgency.

Against Civilians

war

in

Mozambique. Contrary to claims by the
RENAMO leadership, such abuses are
neither isolated incidents, nor were they
confined to the movement's early days.
Such incidents appear to be a central part
of RENAMO’s strategy of advertising its

presence and its strength, and of terrorising
the local population and the opposing soldiers. Government soldiers are also responsible for incidents of mutilation.
Both RENAMO and FAM are respon-

killings of civilians,
primarily during operations designed to
force the civilian population to relocate in
areas under the military control of the

sible for indiscriminate

Mozambique has been at war since September 1964. For ten years, the independence struggle was fought by

the

punitive measure to
punish civilians for allegedly assisting the

against the Portugue.se colonial

government. Since independence
FRELIMO government has faced

recourse to

assesses

respects

FRELIMO

♦

The forcible control of the
volves

a

population in-

number of abu.ses. These include

the policy of forced relocation carried out
by both sides, and accompanying restrictions
In

on

movement

and economic activity.

controlling and relocating the popula-

tion, force is used, and families are split up.
Those brought

under RENAMO control are

subjected to a heavy burden of exactions, including procurement of food and
forced labour, and in the case of young
women, being forced to serve the sexual

then

demands of RENAMO members. In
RENAMO-controlled
tivation is
are

often

areas,

however, cul-

possible and the local civilians
described as eating relatively

well.
In

government-controlled zones, the

hardships suffered by the population are
somewhat different. Typically, the relocated population is herded together in a garrison town, where it is entirely dependent
on internationally-donated famine relief
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♦

supplies. As this supply is unreliable,
famine conditions

are

common.

Under

such conditions of

overcrowding and lack
of sanitation, epidemic disease causes a
sharp increase in mortality.
In December 1990, the government and
RENAMO signed an accord allowing
freedom of movement. Since then there has

been

a

decrease in abuses associated with

forced control of the

population, but serious

incidents have continued

to occur.

Both

parties pledged to respect freedom of
movement

in

an

article in the Third

Protocol of March 12, 1992.

Forced Recruitment
In

principle, all adult males are eligible
con.scription into FAM. In practice,
standard recruitment procedures coexist
with incidents of forcible conscription, in
for

which young men are rounded up at gunpoint to join the army.
Forcible conscription is the mo.st common

by RENAMO to obtain
Young men and boys are

captured and taken to RENAMO bases,
where they are compelled to Join the
RENAMO army. RENAMO’s forces contain numerous child .soldiers, including
many combatants less than ten years of age.
The processes of capture, enlistment and
enforcement of discipline involve
numerous rights abuses. However,
RENAMO does include

some

volunteer

soldiers, mostly those disillusioned with
FRELlMO’s former policies of socialist
transformation.

The Creation of Famine
The combination of

military strategies
and human rights violations outlined above
have been instrumental in reducing much
of Mozambique’s population to a state of
chronic famine. While starvation has been

if it has occurred

at

all, millions of

people have endured miserable conditions
of prolonged hunger, destitution and
hopelessness. The famine, including suffering
caused by the breakdown of public health
and curative

facilities, has

lives than have been lost

co.st many more

directly

on account of the violence itself. The destruction

of houses, shops and trucks, the forcible

displacement of large sections of the
population, the requisitioning of food and
labour, and the blocking or looting of relief
12

people died and another 5 million displaced by the

war

method used

its combatants.

rare,

More than 900 000

supplies have all contributed to a wholly artificial food crisis in the country, which has
persisted for the best part of a decade.
Natural adversities such as drought and
floods have played only a
secondary role in
the

calamity.

While there is

no

reliable evidence

to

that either RENAMO or FAM
deliberately u.sed starvation in order to
punish or kill civilians, the creation of
widespread famine was an inevitable and
predictable consequence of their military
strategies, pursued for other reasons. Any
ignorance that either party could claim on
this manner was dispelled by the disaster of
1984. TTie major famine that struck Zamprove

bezia in 1987

was a

direct result of gross

violations of human

rights.
The drought of 1991/2 has again created
widespread famine conditions, and the war
is again preventing the provision of adequate emergency relief to the needy
population. At the time of writing, the main
obstacles
are

effective relief programme
RENAMO's refusal to allow free pasto an

sage of overland
tion in the army

aid convoys, and corrupand government, leading
to the diversion of
foreign aid. The Attorney General, Eduardo Mulembwe, has instigated a crackdown on corruption, but is
not receiving full
support from many levels
of government and the military.

The Total

Impact

The total
bican

impact of the war on Mozamsociety is literary incalculable. Tens

of thousands have been killed in the war
and hundreds of thousands by the associated hunger and disease. Much of the

infrastructure of the

society has been
destroyed, and national income is at a lower
level than before independence. Education
has come virtually to a .standstill, and an entire generation has grown up without knowing the benefits of even the most basic
physical security, let alone social services
or economic
development.
Civil

Society

At

independence from Portugal in 1975,
incoming FRELIMO government inherited little that gave cau.se for optimism
that a functioning civil society could be established. Almost the entire skilled population, which was wholly or partly of Porthe

tuguese descent, left with the colonial
power. There were very
Mozambicans to assist in

few educated
governing the
country, and FRELIMO was unwilling to
work with many,

whom it perceived

as

having collaborated with Portugal.
FRELIMO committed it.self

to an am-

bitious programme of national mobilisation
for socialist transformation, suspending
many

civil and political rights for the

wholehearted pursuit of social and
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economic advancement. FRELIMO be-

vanguard party,
monopolising the political process. The
strategy failed. Not only did post-independence politics become increasingly

came

a

Marxist-Leninist

authoritarian and abusive of human

rights,

trial, and many

felt that their cases had not
properly presented to the court. Prison
conditions in general were poor, with
severe overcrowding and lack of sanitation.
been

FREldMO failed to deliver on

but

socicteconomic development

either.

particularly important violation was
execution of a number of leading

One
the

duress, including torture. Some detainees
met their lawyers only on the day of the

FRELIMO dissidents, who had been

secretly detained shortly after FRELIMO
assumed power. They included Lazaro
Nkavandame. Joana Simaiao and Uria

Simango. The government has refused to
disclo.se details of their fate, which is now

becoming public for the first time: they
were

ment

executed in 198.^ when the governfeared they would be freed by South

African agents

and recruited to RENAMO.

I he 1990 Constitution
The

constitution

1990
from

the earlier commitment to socialist rule.
The constitution

guaranteed all the liberal
civil and political rights that are recognised
in western democracies, allowing for a
multi-party system, free trade unions, a free
press and an independent judiciary committed to the rule of law.

Legal System

According to the 1990 constitution, the
legal system is modelled on that found in
Western democracies.

In

practice, the

functioning of the courts is constrained by
a severe
lack of trained personnel, by
widespread ignorance about the rights and
duties of law enforcement and judicial officers (by both defendants and the officers
themselves) and by the continuation of
abusive practices such as arbitrary arrest
and physical maltreatment.
Africa Watch

was

able to interview

security detainees, under conditions of
privacy. The evidence obtained from the interviews shows that many were arrested arbitrarily, usually on suspicion of supporting
RENAMO. They were rarely given access
to legal counsel (and were unaware of their
right to such coun.sel), and in many ca.ses
were based upon uncorroborated confessions, obtained under

convictions
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Like most institutions of civil

society, the
in Mozambique became an instrument of government during the first decade
press

Journalists
were given strict instructions as to what was
permissible, and the Journalists Union
failed to protect the rights ofjournalist who
were
detained or harassed by the

of the FRELIMO government.

authorities. A number of

journalists

were

broadcasting
stories to which government officials objected. Some journalists were killed while
covering the war, including at least one executed and mutilated by RENAMO.
detained after

printing

or

The reforms enacted since 1990 have

adopted by the

FRELIMO government in November
marked a complete reversal of course

The

The Press

radically altered the position of journalists
in Mozambique, allowing them to operate
without censorship for the first time. The
result of this new-found freedom has been

publication of much criticism of the
government in the press. However, there
the

are

also indications that members

government retain a more

of the

authoritarian at-

and are unwilling to
countenance coverage of certain subjects or
criticism that is considered too forthright.
Africa Watch applauds the government’s
efforts to ensure respect for human rights
and the rule of law, through the adoption of
a new constitution and legal system, and
commitments to respect civil and political
rights. There are , however, significant
ways in which the record can be improved.
There is a pressing need for those who
are primarily responsible for gross human
rights abuses during the war, on both sides,
titude to the press,

to

be accountable for their actions. Those

demonstrate respect for
worth of their victims.

♦

the dignity and

In addition, Africa Watch urges the
Mozambique government to go further and

independent human rights
monitoring compliance with domestic and international
commitments to respect human rights in
Mozambique, with powers to investigate
and publicise abuses.
establish

to

an

commission, dedicated to

Africa Watch is concerned that the lack
means for enforcing these
rights will impair actual progress. In particular. the acute shortage of lawyers and
the lack of training and supervision for law
enforcement officers present a major
obstacle. Given the bankruptcy of the
Mozambique government and the Western

of the material

donors’emphasis on structural adjustment,
good governance and human rights, there
is considerable responsibility on the donor
community to assist in enabling Mozambique to obtain the resources for such tasks.
In making this comment, we do not suggest
that the impoverishment of the country
relieves the government of its obligation to
refrain from abuses of human rights. The
lack of resources cannot be held to blame

physical abuse of
other hand,
the donor community could assist Mozambique in ensuring that detainees obtain tbe
right to counsel in other matters where

for such violations

as

the

detainees, for example. On the

resources are a

Should the

factor.

war

calls upon both
cease violence

continue, Africa Watch

RENAMO and FAM to
against civilians, to end

forced relocations and other restrictions

on

halt forcible conscription
and the recruitment of children under 15

movement, to

years

of

renounce

to

for military service, and to
military strategies that contribute

age

famine.
In

suspiected of gross abuses should be investigated, and where appropriate, charged
and brought to trial according to due
process of law before an independently

particular, there is an immediate and
pressing need for both sides to agree to the
immediate delivery of urgently required

constituted court. Africa Watch believes

population in all areas of the country, by
means of peace corridors, neutral zones, or

prosecution of those with the
highest level of responsibility for the most
severe abuses of human rights is a legal
obligation upon the Mozambique government, will not jeopardise the prospects for

that the

national reconciliation, will increase

respect for the rule of law

and is required to

humanitarian assistance to the civilian

some

similar arrangement. ♦

Ak’x de Waal is the Associate Director of

Africa Watch and Alex Vines is the
author ofRenamo: Terrorism in Mozambique.
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MOZAMBIQUE: STRUCTURAL ADJUSTMENT IN A WAR
ECONOMY
Guy Mhone
MOZAMBIQUE’S SIGNING of the

stabilisation and World Bank structural ad-

Nkomati Accord with South Africa in 1984

justment programme complete with a social dimensions aspect targeted at the vulnerable 10% of the population, notwithstanding how superfluous and cynical
the latter aspect appears when practically
the whole society requires rehabilitation.
The PRE was aimed at resuscitating the
economy by reversing the declining trend
in gross domestic product, incomes and
consumption and at creating an enabling
environment for future economic growth.
Typically, the programme entailed

have represented an ethereal rapprochement between the two countries, but
was quite significant and
symbolic in
another respect. The Nkomati Accord signailed the systematic and irreversible reintegration of the Mozambican economy into
may

the ambit of Western financial institutions
and donors,

culminating in the adoption, in

1987, of the Programme for Economic
Rehabilitation, known by its Portuguese
acronym

PRE.

Economic Rehabilitation

measures

to

stabilise the balance of payand the government budget,

—

—

—

ments account

TTie year prior to the Nkomati Accord,
FRELIMO had held its Fourth Congress, in

which

significant shifts in economic policy
agreed upon following the recognition of previous “errors” and “new” exigencies. The shift was towards a more
peasant-based emphasis in development,
executed through decentralised structures,
away from the previous centralised strategy
were

based

on

concentrated mobilisation of rural

communities, and based on large-scale
agricultural and industrial complexes.
Nevertheless, the combined effects of an

escalating internal guerrilla war, executed
through widespread banditry and terrorism,
and persistent drought, had gone too far for
the announced policy changes to have had
any significance. Thus in 1983 the Mozambican economy had been utterly dislocated,
and the government brought to its knees.

privatisation of public enterprises,
deregulation, and devaluation of the
domestic currency. Given the overly
centralised

of economic life in
the
as

—

is, increased three fold); and
items

immediately undertaken fol-

fold

PRE of 1987.
—

14

be

soap

few

and paraffin

(kerosene) for lighting increased five

lowing the Nkomati Accord, leading to the

to

including

a

or more.

Fewer

prices were to be regulated.
Only es.sential consumer goods and the
main crops were to have fixed prices;

tax structure was

refonned and

broadly based income

a

tax intro-

rates between 6% and

cigarettes

—

were largely due to excise
duty increases. Total tax income was
significantly increa.sed.
Rents were to be substantially in-

creased. (All rented
owned, and there

housing

were no

was state

legal private

landlords.)

was

equivalent to £1- MT 2475).
Consumer prices were increased; basic
food and water and electricity prices
doubled; beer, cigarettes, newspapers,
bus fares, postage, telephones and a
wide rage of similar items tripled (that

consumer

15%; state employees remained exempt from tax. Price rises on beer and

-

MT 330. The black market rate

that

to ensure

duced, with

1500. (In terms of sterling, the
was from £ 1 -MT 66 to £ 1

devaluation

a

although defensively claimed
homegrown, is a typical IMF

levying of fees on social amenities, such

health services. John Hanlon in his per-

$1-MT

The

more

value, from $1-MT 200. The black

establish normal relations with the IMF,

The PRE.

—

Mozambique, including

was

MT 3 bn marketing fund was

goods reached the countryside, to
stimulate peasant production.

—

renegotiation of its
loans and payments only to be rebuffed
with the requirement that Mozambique rewas

and “socialist” thrust of

market rate at the time

A special

established

ceptive and empathetic book titled Mozamhique: Who Calls the Shots? lists the following among the measures undertaken:
“Devaluation to one-fifth the previous

The government announced an intention to
on its indebtness and
requested

which

increa.sed four fold.
—

the economy, the panoply of measures constituting PRE touched on almost all aspects

default

Western donors for

nature

for others, guidelines would be set and
prices could be determined by companics within those rules.
Wages were increased by between
50% and 100%. New wage mles encouraged bonuses, incentives, and
profit sharing, and permitted greater
differences between high and low
paid.
Private employers and the .state were
encouraged to sack unneeded workers
“wherever possible”; the state should
redeploy underused staff if possible.
Prices paid to farmers were increased;
maize was tripled, peanuts and beans

—

Higher charges
health

were

(There
health care).
—

care.

The state

budget

was

announced for
also no private

was

made

more

transparent and included all subsidies,
many of which had been hidden as
bank credits. Price subsidies for the
year were set at

MT 7 bn ($35

mn,

£21

after the first devaluation) and subsidies to state companies at MT 14 bn.

mn

Limits were imposed on the size of the
budget and the current account deficit
was capped at MT 30 bn.
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regulations were sharply
tightened and credit would no longer
be used as a hidden subsidy to private
and state companies. Interest rates increased substantially (although still to
less than the rate of intlation, meaning
Bank credit

—

tive).
Aid funds

were

to be

6.

Effects of non-declared war

6.1

apartheid regime against the People’s
Republic of Mozambique:
Reduction of railway/port traffic

State of the

1978;

directed less to

6.2

6.3

legislation was planned to ennational and foreign private

6.4

miners by

the

April 1978;

sequencing that has actually occurred may
place the country of Mozambique in an intractable economic quandary whereby the
people of Mozambique may lose control
over their own economy, the short-term
gains from PRE notwithstanding.
The adoption and implementation of
PRE in 1987 seemed to register some immediate gains. The Standard Chartered
Bank’s Africa Quarterly Review of Decern-

Reduction of the official num-

by resorting to the IMF/World

Bank

the government saw as

its im-

gain, the infusion of badly needed
financial inflows for both maintenance and

mediate

relief purposes.
The

1984 Economic

Report estimated

that the economic consequences

of “20

of war, aggression,
destruction, [and] pillage” amounted to
about US$5,5 billion. The following were
listed as the major negative factors:

consecutive years

1.

Effects of the colonial economy

devastated by war,
2.

distorted, highly

dependent and in recession;
Economic sabotage and abandonment of enterprises, equipment and
vehicles of settlers who

abandoned

the country;

3.

Southern Rhodesia sanctions and ag-

gression from March 1976 to
February 1980;
Sapem July, 1992

Direct

damages from drought in the

south and centre of the country

in

8.

Effects of the increase in

oil prices

income due
drought deterioration of interna-

Reduction in the export
to

tional terms of trade from
the South African

following achievements:
The ratio of investment to

—

to

1980 to

regime.

Thus the Mozambican

mes as a

guarantor for

average more than
it slowed to 3%;

the inflow of exter-

political enabling environment through
peace which would then have been followed by an economic enabling environment. Indeed, if the funds infused into
Mozambique so far since 1987 had been
directed towards the containment of the
war, the establishment of peace and the
rehabilitation of social and economic infrastructure, even within the context

of

5% until 1990 when

and imports recovered
strongly after falling steeply in the
early 1980s, although the export upswing has not been maintained;
Both exports

—

relationships is in part, understandable. It is
nonetheless perplexing that, given the utter
destruction and dislocation internal ban-

justment programme on an economy that
was practically at war. One would have
thought that the strategic sequencing would
have entailed first, the establishment of a

during the 1989-1990 period

growth swung from a negative
8,6% in 1985 and 1,8% in 1986 to

government’s

ditry had caused and given its continued
menace, the Mozambican government and
external donors had seen it fit to implement
a traditional stabilisation and stmctural ad-

GDP trebled

GDP

—

normalisation of trade

35%

from 10% in 1986;

the IMF and World Bank program-

nal funds and

economic situa-

changed dramatically after the 1987
were introduced” and listed the

tion

1982 and actions of bandits amted by

resort to

of John Hanlon, that the reverse

refonns

from 1975;
9.

manner

ber 1991 noted that “the

1982 and 1983;

Bank pressures,

given the economic quagmire the country
was stuck in. Not only was gross domestic
product declining at an alarming rate, but
the parallel market was also increasingly
becoming the normal market, while formal
market indicators increasingly receded into
the official maginations of the government
with little practical relevance to Mozambicans and donors alike. It is also clear that
measures,

aggression and those
through armed banby the apartheid regime in

1982/3;

had been compelled to resort

the usual IME/World

in

Direct

dits

7.

quencing of political and economic
measures may perhaps be a moot point.
However, it can be strongly contended, in

South Africa from

Role of IMF/World Bank

patently clear that the Mozambican

negotiated

agreements on

carried out

investment.”

prospects for a

settlement in Mozambique may suggest that the foregoing issue on the se-

South Africa;

courage

to

The current

Economy

peace

Non-integral fulfilment of the

ber of Mozambican miners

continued to be encouraged.

government

by the

from 1975 to 1983;

for local industry. However,
SADCC transport projects, particularly the Beira corridor rehabilitation,

It is

have t)een established.

in

Zambezi river flood damages

parts

New

basis for sustainable

5.

development projects and more to the
purchase of raw materials and spare

—

Mozambique’s “socialism”, a sounder
development would

Limpopo/lncomati

river floods in 1977;

remained nega-

that real interest rates

—

Damages from

4.

♦

exchange rate was devalued massively from 43 meticais to the US dol-

The

—

lar in 1985 to 1 815 meticais to the dollar in October 1991.
—

Production of basic food crops rose
60% in volume between

1985 and

1990 with the main increases

being in-

creased output of beans and maize.
The Mozambican economy has ap-

parently been growing at an annual rate of
5% between 1987 and 1990 and
the PRE

are

critics of

often reminded that the situa-

only worse, but denegerating,
negative rate of growth of about 9% per
year prior to the adoption of PRE. It may

tion

was not

at a

nevertheless be contended that not only are
any

statistics unreliable under present cir15

♦

MAIN FEATURES

the export

has

of prawns. Now, nothing much
transpired since 1987 to reverse the in-

stitutional and infrastructural

disruptions
underpinned the drastic fall in
production. In the absence of other reliable
that have

indicators of production revival since the
PRE, attention may be called to export performance since the trough year of 1985,

prior to the implementation of the PRE.
Export perfomiance since the PRE has
been particularly impressive,
especially given the amount of external funds that

not

have been infused into

Mozambique and

given that the rejuvenation of exports is a
cardinal objective of structural
adjustment.
Exports of goods increased from US$77
million in 1985

to

US$97 million in 1987

and US$1()3 million in 1988, but declined

US$93 million in 1989. Service receipts

to

The destruction

of physical infrastructure has made it difficult to

land centres

move

supplies to in-

from transfxirt and migrant labour had increased from US$8() million in 1985 to

LIS$I 14 million in 1988, resulting in adoucumstances in

Mozambique, but that

a

number of considerations would
suggest
that, in the absence of peace and a
strong

role for the

state

in the rehabilitation and

redirection of the economy, the so-called

gains from the PRE are likely to be
ephemeral if not illusory. On the face of it,
the

manner

in which PRE is

being executed

only skirts around the fundamental
problems which the market alone cannot
not

address, but also militates against the very
conditions that need
work. Thus

obtain

to

to

make it

Mozambique

may indeed be
jeopardy: one related to the general indeterminate
efficacy
of structural adjustment measures
per se,
confronted with

a

double

and the other, related to the constraints such

likely to face in the unique circumstances of Mozambique.
Now while it may be conceded counterfactually that the economic situation in
Mozambique would have been worse in the

tion of peace as
The

be argued that the so-called

gains from PRE
be temporary if not ethereal or illusory.
Further, it could be argued, rather counterfactually again, that a more viable option
may

would have entailed

a

state-directed

rehabilitation programme and the restitu-
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to the PRE.

bling of the

current account deficit.

During this period the inflow of donor

nature of the apparent

economic recovery may be a
consequence
of. first, the statistical reconversion and

funds almost doubled.

recognition of what

growth stimulated by the PRE and the in-

were

formally parallel

market activities into official statistics;
second, the redirection of goods and services away

markets

from the parallel and illegal

onto

the

All indications

seem to

be that the initial

flow of external funds may be petering out.
as

emerging economic activities begin to

run

into the fundamental bottlenecks of

war-ravaged

a

officially transparent
market as these activities are legitimised
by
PRE; and third, the huge inflow of donor
funds, foreign investment and non-

Quarterly Review of 1992/3 and the
SADCC Industrial Review of 1992/3 paint

governmental funds. The

a

quences may not
run,

two latter conse-

be su.stainable in the long

in the absence of economic rehabilita-

tion.

measures are

ab.sence of the PRE, it could nevertheless

preconditions

ambiguous

The Mozambican
economy

pessimistic scenario for the perfonoance
economy in the 199()s

of' the Mozambique

unless peace is restored.

As matters

has tradi-

tionally been dependent

on

agricultural exports such

cashew

cotton, tea, copra

years, on prawns

as

primary
nuts,

and sugar, and in later
from the ocean. In addi-

tion, the economy depended heavily on
vice

drought. Thus both the Standard Bank

Internal

Export Performance

ser-

receipts from transport fees and
migrant labour remittances. In the course of
the war, production of the
foregoing was
severely disrupted and curtailed, except for

also afflicted with

economy

Disruptions

currently .stand, the internal

transportation infrastructure has collapsed
and the transportation fleet has been drastitally reduced, thus gravely con.straining the
revival of inland

production activity;

more

than one-third of the rural

population has
been displaced, fleeing across the border or
to the cities where about
one-quarter of the
urban population are refugees; educational
and health services have been

reduced and

destruction of

drastically
impaired because of the
physical infrastructure and
SapemJuly. 1992

MAIN FEATURES

difficulty of moving supplies to inland
centres, thereby not only reducing human
capital formation, but debilitating it .socially and psychologically as well; the ad-

the

sible hinterland and the

stripping of power

that the PRE entails, is
transforming Mozambique into a semianarchic free-for-all speculative invest-

from government

frontier

territory.

ministrative infrastructure has been

ment

depleted of personnel, partly as a conseof an increasing number of civil ser-

Many observers have commented on the
sudden hive of economic activity in

quence
vants

.seeking greener pa.stures in the donor

growth industry engaged in relief
activities, and partly as a consequence of
moonlighting to supplement meagre
salaries; and migrant labour opportunities
and earnings are afso diminishing as South
Africa begins to address its own domestic

and NGO

concerns.

In

Mozambicans

1989 about five million
were

country depended on
food requirements.
Thus

destitute and the

donors for 90% of its

Mozambique currently lacks the

enabling environment for structural adjustment and stabilisation measures to work. It

physical and human infrastructure
needed, because these have collapsed, and
in the absence of peace, the inflow of donor
lacks the

funds has not been able to

rebuild this in-

frastructure, and neither will the proper

alignment of market incentives through
freeing prices, enable the market to address
infrastructural bottlenecks, since the task is

and also,
rather too monumental for a private undertaking. Indeed, what is currently transpiring in Mozambique is that foreign investors
are flocking into the country with pre-emptive investment strategies in anticipation of
peace. The strategies entail placing claims
on resources and localities protected by
semi-private security apparatuses and supported by narrow rehabilitation schemes.
Thus current foreign investment strategies
appear to be holding strategies, in anticipation of peace, and have yet to yield

essentially

a

public

concern,

reasonable returns. Further, the very nature

pre-emptive and holding strategies is
likely to hamper a rational approach to

of the

overall social and economic

reconstruction

empires would have been built and
solidified. Indeed, the paralysis in general
administration, coupled with an inacces¬

as

little

Sapem July. 1992

Maputo, Beira and other protected
and corridors since the PRE.

locales

This activity

superficial and illusive since
is a consequence of the sharp in-

is however,
much of it
crease

in

consumer

and intermediate im-

for the urban areas which are
generally out of reach of the majority.
Generally, the economic conditions of
peasants have not changed much from their
permanent state of destitution, and urban
dwellers have been facing declining real incomes as prices escalate. In addition, donor
fatigue seems to be setting in as their funds
are largely channelled into relief and maintenance expenditures unable to appreciably shift the production frontier outward, and
foreign investor speculation may have also
peaked. In a situation such as this, the limits
of the market in Mozambique’s specific circumstances will increasingly become apparent. Indeed, it will become increasingly
obvious that the PRE may have put the cart
ports destined

before the horse and that, in the

absence of

peace and a strengthened government role
directed at social and economic reconstruc-

Mozambique may have jumped from
the frying pan into the fire by prematurely
embarking on a full-fledged stmctural adjustment programme.
tion,

Future
Measures such

as

Prospects
those in the PRE may

Mozambique, but can only
work, if at all, after peace and reconstruction. The danger now is that the PRE may
have stimulated a capital inflow which,
since it cannot be effectively invested,
merely increases Mozambique’s debt burden. Between 1984 and 1992 the external
debt and the current account deficit have
more than doubled, while capital inflows

be needed in

account

for almost 50% of gross

♦

Further, in the wake of the PRE-induced

speculative external
private economic interests
are emerging and entrenching themselves
in a manner that might severely constrain
the government’s attempts to reconstruct

economic free-for-all,
and domestic

when peace
finally prevails. Finally, it is important to
ponder whether, when peace comes, donors
and rehabilitate the economy

will continue to pour more money

into

Mozambique, which is currently one of the

highest recipients of aid in Africa and
ranked the poorest country
the World Bank, or

insist

their current loans.

in the world by
repayments of

on

If the latter, then

Mozambique has already been mortgaged
to external donor and private-sector interests, in which case the country will face an

uphill task, not only in rehabilitating and
reconstructing its society, but also, in attempting to redirect its economy, even if
market-based, towards a preferred vision.
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CODESA

A WITCHES’ CAULDRON

—

Livingstone Mqotsi
IN HIS article in SAPEM,

April 1992,

en-

titled: The Frontline States Siinunit: A Mission Revived?. Ibbo Mandaza raises

a num-

ber of

pertinent questions and points about
the role of the Frontline States and the
place
of CODESA in the context of the liberation

struggle in Southern Africa in general, and
in South Africa in particular. My idea in this
short comment on that article is simply to
show that CODESA is

a

colossal fraud that

is

being perpetrated cruelly upon our
people with collaboration of what used to
be freedom-fighter organisations, in the
shape of the African National Congress
(ANC) and the South African Communist

Party (SACP). In this sense, this comment
squarely within the ambit of R.O.
Dudley’s incisive analysis that appears in
falls

the June issue of SAPEM, in response to

the

article referred to above.
But first, let
ogy.

me clear my own temiinolWhen 1 speak of the liberation move-

ment in

relation

to

South Africa, I

am

real-

always encouraged the idea of patriotic
fronts, but these were shaped very much in
the image of the OAU itself. For the OAU
consisted also of enemy agents

was

tion. The rationale for this was non-interference in the domestic national affairs of
member states, a principle that has been asserted

again and again down the decades,
unity.
Similarly, the liberatory organisations are
required to accommodate all and sundry in
the name of Black patriotism, a position
that inevitably leads to bizarre
consequences, as 1 will show shortly, in the composition of CODESA, a growth out of another
“patriotic front’’ fomied earlier by most of
the groups now involved in the so-called
the detriment of real African

to

include the African National

(CODESA),

Congress, the Azanian
People’s Organisation, the Unity Movement, the Workers’ Organisation for

Democratic South Africa

grandiloquent misnomer.

a

It has to be said that the OAU and the

to

a

always
somewhat dubious role in relation

the South African freedom

Socialist Action and the South African

Think of the

Communist

tween

Party (before it defected along

a

Frontline States, therefore, have

played

would be

embrace.

accommodate the Bandas, the

to

Convention for

Pan-Africanist

oc-

Kenyatas, the Mobutu’s, the Leabua
Jonathans etc., who openly advocated collaboration with the South African regime,
even again.st established
positions by the
OAU itself, thus effectively
undemiining
the authority of the OAU and acting as a
virtual fifth column within that organisa-

(before its abdication from that role), the

struggle.

goings-on, for example, be-

Kaunda’s Zambia and Vorster’s

A Patriotic Front

policies find resonance in the
policies down the ages. One of
the monstrous examples of this is their active participation in the formation of
Buthelezi’s Inkatha organisation, at a time
when Buthelezi was
already head of the
KwaZulu Bantustan. The consequences of
this kind of opportunistic
political behaviour speak for them.selves. Another is
the fact that this organisation has never
believed in a united front of struggle
against the oppres.sors, for that would imply
recognition of the existence of other
players in the field than itself. The leadership of this organisation has always sought
to monopolise the field of the freedom
struggle at home and abroad. In very secown

tarian memoranda submitted to the OAU in
the “sixties"

they actively lobbied to bar
recognition by that body of those political
groupings from South Africa that were outside the purview of the Congress Alliance.
They do not believe even in a mere
“patriotic front" as Nelson Mandela and
his Secretary-General, Cyril
Ramaphosa,
made clear recently. First, Mr
Ramaphosa:
“.

OAU Lusaka Declaration that Mandaza

to create a

ment.

refers to,

ensure

liberation
If

as

affiliates of the broad

to

to

lead

between

movement.

ever one were

had

speak of

a

patriotic

was

itself rooted in

to

a

policy that

collaboration and collusion
African states and South

some

Africa, and opened the floodgates of

front, it would consist of these organisa-

detente under all

tions. In my

daily from Washington, where Kissinger’s

ground if

genius held

view we would be on safer
spoke of a united front of
struggle, rather than a patriotic front, for the
following reasons:
we

First, it is
African

18

true

that the

Organisation of

Unity and the Frontline States have

manner

sway.

of pressures, espte-

Even the ANC accepted

the Lusaka manifesto with less than

hearty
glorious role has the
played in Angola, Mozambique and

enthusiasm. What
OAU

Namibia

—

or

Zimbabwe? This is

not to

A Forum For

Those

ANC’s

South Africa in the late 1960s. The 1969

Individually, these organisations

—

Negotiations

with the rest of the congre.ss movement) as
well as the independent trade union move-

should be treated

L

able

ly thinking of all those liheratory organisations whose politics and programmes
derive from their opposition to oppression
and exploitation. Such organisations would

Congress

who

cupied their place in the OAU by virtue of
being African. In this way, that organisation

that they never gave any help at all. That
clearly untrue. What I am arguing
is that their brotherly help has
always been
fraught with dangers because of the
policies they individually and collectively
say

.

fail

.

the ANC will

or

use

the Patriotic Front

strong forum for negotiation, to

that the

negotiation process does not
(Quoted by the United

be derailed”.

Movement in their Press Release of

24/10/91). Mr Nelson Mandela warns those
who question his wisdom in engaging in
negotiations with the ruling class that he
can do without them even
though they may
be members of his Patriotic Front: “Some

of them (the more radical elements) have
said

they are not interested in negotiations.
going on with negotiations, so the
patriotic front itself is irrelevant to the
We

are

SAPEM July. 1992
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Thus the Patriotic Front has been

Buthelezi.
2.

Intanda

yeSizwe Party (KwaNdebele

Bantustan)

4.

5.

7.

Bophuthatswana "Government" led
by Lucas Mangope.
Lcbowa United People's Party led by

8.

XimokoXa Rixaka

6.
Pic:

Afraplix

negotiation process must not he
derailed”: Cyril Ramaphosa, ANC
Secretary-General
"The

"Chief Minister" Nelson Ramodike.

tustan) led

speed of negotiations." {The Times. London: July 19. 1991).

by a
military junta, headed by Oupa
Gqozo.
Transkei "Government"
military
junta, led by Bantu Holomisa.

Patriotic Front of Collaborators
In October last year, a

Patriotic Front was

consisting of the
ANC, the SACP."Deniocratic Party of

10.

—

fornied in Durban, Natal,

capital". Inkatha. and other puppets of the
government in the Bantustans and the
tricameral parliament. AZAPO was expelled by the ANC and the PAC, in advance, for questioning the invitation sent
out to the.se quislings to attend what was
supposed to be a gathering of patriots.
Subsequently, a bigger patriotic front
emerged from the deliberations of the
Multi-Party Conference at which the minipatriotic front was represented. The maxipatriotic front was christened CODESA.
Here

even

11.

self.

Sapem July. 1992

Party of South Africa led by

Labour

Allen Hendrickse

—

Tricameral Par-

liament.

Solidarity Party led by NJ Reddy

12.

—

Tricameral Parliament.
13.

People's Party led by AmirRajbasi — Tricameral Parlia-

National
chad
ment.

In addition to these obvious
are

14.

the

quislings

following;

African National

Congress led by

Nelson Mandela.
1.3.

De Klerk's government par-

ticipated directly. The original front was
proved to be not only “irrelevant to the
speed of negotiations”, but to the process
itself, except as a truncated bargaining chip
with the PAC crying in the wilderness for a
convening of the Patriotic Front as an indirect route to the negotiation table, since
the rank and file of that organi.sation will
not allow the leadership to enter the frenzied cabaret, in spite of heavy pressures
from other sources including the OAU it-

(Gazungulu Banby Hudson Ntsanwisi.

Ciskei "Government" led

9.

Vacancy Announcement
The Council for the

Development of Social
(CODESRIA),
based in Dakar, invites applications from experienced African social scientists for the post
of Deputy Executive Secretary in charge of
Science Research in Africa

Publications.
The Members of the Executive Secretariat

Inyandaza National Movement of
KaNgwane led by “Chief Minister"
Cephas Zitha.
Dikwankwetia People's Party
(Qwaqwa Bantustan)
Venda "Government'' led by a
military junta.

3.

CODESRIA

en-

larged and consolidated in CODESA. Its
composition bespeaks its mission:
1.
Inkatha Freedom Party led by Gatsha

♦

South Afriean Communist

Party led

as a team, of which each member may
setting up and managing research
programmes and projects (including the writing of research and funding proposals, and
coordinating, evaluating and writing reports of
research programmes), editing and publishing, and promoting working relations within the
social science community in Africa and elsewhere, as well as administration within the

work
be

secretariat office.
Qualifications

Candidates must have acquired

post-graduate
qualifications in any of the social sciences and
be fully fluent in English and French: have significant experience in social science research
and training, as well as research programme
management, supervision and reporting; have
made a substantial contribution to the production of social scientific knowledge in Africa;
have experience in publishing, editing and distribution of publications.
Conditions of Service
The level of remuneration shall be

dependent

the experience and qualifications of suecessful applicants, and shall be comparable
with that of similar posts in other international
on

organisations, in the region of US dollars
25,000-32,605 basic salary per annum.
Settlement allowance, tax exemption, post-adjustment allowance, school allowance and
contribution to pension and health schemes
are also provided.
The initial contract will be for a period of three
years, with the possibility of renewal once.
Mode of Application
Applicants should send a letter of application
and provide detailed curriculum vitae, describing the content of their training and work experience; arrange for three references, of
which at least two must be from people in
countries other than the one in which the ap-

by Chris Haiti.
16.

Natal Indian Council.

17.

Transvaal Indian Council.

plicant is a citizen and/or presently resides;
provide 3-4 samples of their published work as
well as samples of publications they have

Plus the

edited.
All references

18.

ruling class itself:
Democratic Party of capital led by De
Beer.

Communications should be sealed, marked

19.

National

Party led by De Klerk.
This is the collection, the hotchpotch that

is

supposed to assemble a constitution for a

democratic South Africa. The ultimate collaboration will
venes

terms

a
—

come

con.stituent

when De Klerk

assembly

—

con-

on

his

for which the ANC and the PAC

are

to be sealed and sent direct-

ly to CODESRIA by the referees.

"Application", and addressed to;
The President,
CODESRIA

Box 3304,

Executive Committee,

Dakar/Senegal

Closing Date
The closing date for applications is 31 October
1992.

Applications received after this date will

not be considered.
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'.-v.TxV*'

etc., have been

:

clamouring, with the conse-

of the

status

quo

in

a new

fomi

so

that the

quent neo-apartheid two-chamber and neoBantustan partitioning of South Africa. In-

present rule and the present system are not
interfered with. This is the real meaning of

deed, the president of

the “new

Nigeria, Babangida,
through his foreign minister, has already indicated Nigeria’s support for such an arran-

much of these
A

gement.
The rulers themselves

treat

CODES A

with

benign contempt. Speaking in parliament on January 24 1992, Mr De Klerk
said: “CODESA is

not

and should not be

institution of

an

neither

a

authority. CODESA is
joint legislature nor a Joint

government and the government’s par-

dispensation” that

we

hear

so

days.

Struggle Against Imperialism

One of the fundamental truths that Africa
must come to terms

with is the fact that the

African National

Congress is no longer a
liberatory organisation although in some

ways,
haves

and for obvious reasons, it still beas though it still was. In
reality, they

have entered into

class

an

alliance with the

ruling

all

in the

levels, and particularly at the
level of government and capital; they are
looking to North America and Europe for
support, and care very little for their

it is subservient

“allies” in CODESA and in the

ticipation in it is not in any way a relinquishing of its powers or those of parliament.” Like all collaborationist institutions

history of South Africa’s dictatorship,
to government
policy.
Government negotiator, Terius Delport,
sensing how much in a hurry the new collaborators are to join the new apartheid institutions, proclaimed at the CODESA assemblage: “We are not dealing with the
question at what time the Sunday .school
will start...We are dealing with the future of
our country.” {New York Times:
May 15,
1992) The basic intention
work

out a

at

CODESA is

mechanism for the

to

perpetuation

at

“patriotic
front” except as voting cattle. They treat
them with the same contempt and cynicism
that they have so avidly learnt from
racist/capitalist rulers. When negotiations
with the ruling class fail, as they must, they
will fall back upon their old stunts —
days
of mourning, days of prayer etc., and will
do everything in their power to involve the
power of the trade union movement in these
opportunistic twists and turns. In this
process, our people will be killed and un¬

told

suffering will descend

demoralisation will

set

upon them;
in and the struggle

back many, many years.

set

Our

struggle, properly conceived, is a
struggle against imperialism. We need the
support and goodwill of those who understand the

nature

of the beast, whether it

drapes itself in the garb of the “intemational community” or wears some other vestments.

The

success

and failure of ourstrug-

gle depends to a very great degree
We

are our own

upon us.

liberators. Our

stmggle,
therefore, does not call for the plaudits of
imperialism and the ruling class generally.
It requires first and foremost the
unity of
the oppressed on a progressive programmatic basis, anchored on the policy of noncollaboration with the oppressor. In the im-

plementation of this policy, we must keep
from the sepulchres that our oppressors paint for the burial of
struggle, chief
amongst which is at pre.sent CODESA. And
we would urge our brothers and sisters in
the OAU and the Frontline States to join us
in this intransigent attitude in matters that
are to us. of great
principle. ♦
away

Liviiijistone Mqotsi left South Africa
over 20 years
ago when he u'r/.v hanned
and hounded hy the regime for his op-

position to Bantu education and the implementation of Verwoerdism since
1952.

REPORT ON THE OAU DAKAR, SENEGAL SUMMIT

CONFERENCE
Muhammed Shahazz
Mission of the OAU
to South

Monitoring Team
Africa, May 10-19,1992.

THE 8TH SESSION of the OAU Ad Hoc

Committee of Heads of State and Government on

Southern Africa

met on

April 28,

1992, in Arusha, Tanzania and adopted a

communique in which it resolved, interalia,

to send an OAU team to

in order to

assess

in that country,

20

and report on

South Africa

the situation
e.sp)ecially the escalating

violence, and provide impetus to the

negotiation

Following that decision the OAU
Secretary-General. Mr Salim Ahmed
Salim, appointed a Monitoring Team consisting of ambassadors based in Addis
Ababa, of Nigeria, Algeria, Congo, Uganda and Zimbabwe

to

be assisted

by
Brigadier H. Mbita, executive secretary of

the Liberation Committee and Mr M. Kane

from the Political

A

day before departure for South Africa,
received by the secretarygeneral who, among other things, advised
it to be open-minded and establish contacts
with all shades of political opinion within
the

process.

Department.

team was

and outside CODESA. The team

set

off on

May 9, 1992. and arrived in Johannesburg
May 10, 1992, preceding a ministerial
delegation to CODESA 11, comprising the
Ministers of Foreign Affairs of Nigeria and
on
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mercenary

and stations.

(b)

The IFF to prevail over its followers

(c)

The Black leadership to resist being
drawn into violence and exercise

against violent activities.

general

their respective delegations at subsequent meetings. It met also
with senior members of the South African
of the SACC, led

restraint and tolerance.

On the OAU Monitoring

(SAF) and the South African
AZAFO, the

The

Defence Force (SADF),

qaU Secretary-General, Salim

Military Council. The group was flown by
helicopter over the city of Johannesburg in-

(j,)

The

elections under universal adult

apartheid. It is only at that stage that
Africa and the rest of the

community can constructively
enter into relationship with the
authorities of a South Africa which is

Negotiation Process

resolutely engaged on the path
towards the establishment of a

The South African

with the Arusha

of

Heads of State and Government on

Southern Africa which called for:

(a)

The need for cohesion and

concerted

by the international community so that the necessary pres-

action

sures

democratic society.
It is also recommended that

will continue to be exerted on

profoundly irreversible stage is reached in the
process of negotiations aimed at esSouth Africa, until a

Sapem July. 1992

the organisa-

disappointment on the fact that its repeated appeals for
unity among the liberation forces, and on

tion expresses its concern and

the need to join the negotiation process
have not been heeded so
tors

far by

some sec-

Notwithstanding the rejection by the Inkatha Freedom Party (IFF) and the government on their role in violence and the claim
of the South African security forces to be
rather a fire brigade in violence, there is
need to launch urgent

(a)

background that it is strongly recom-

The OAU consider

stop carnage by transforming
tels and squatter camps;

establishing its

in South Africa on a more perregard, the opening of
an OAU office in South Africa which will
observe closely the situation and interact
with all the actors in the country, should be
seriously considered.
Furthermore, it is recommended that
presence
manent

basis. In this

be established and maintained

contacts

organisations and indealing with the protection and
promotion of human rights, in order to

with South African

stitutions
the

show the OAU’s interest to

with and support

collaborate

them. In this regard, the

request by the Goldstone Commission for
the OAU to send experts to the multination-

panel that will draw rules which will
the conduct of demonstrations,
processions and mass rallies, in order to
help stop violence, should be encouraged.

al

govern

Draft Resolution

on an

Urgent Meeting

Security Council on the

The Council of Ministers

of the Or-

ganisation of African Unity (OAU), meeting in its Fifty-sixth Ordinary Session in
Dakar, Senegal, from June 22, 1992:
Recalling its previous resolution on the
situation in South Africa;

appeals to:

The government

to

which

Situation in South Africa

On Violence

—

this

of the

of the.se forces,

communique adopted last

April by the OAU Ad Hoc Committee

intemation-

al

recommendations:

setback, continue to exert pressures on the
South African government, in accordance

suf-

frage on a common voters roll, which
will mark the pivotal stage of an irreversible march towards the ending of

light of its findings, the OAU
Monitoring Team made the following

the situation of violence,

during its stay in South Africa,
attested that the OAU presence in the
country can make a difference. It is against

replacement of an interim

charged with supervising the transition to democratic rule,
including the holding of free and fair

In the

on

decreased

mended that t

government,

Recomniendation.s

people, the OAU and
the rest of the international community
were looking
forward to seeing a major
breakthrough at the second session of
CODESA, which was not possible due to
the government’s demands on constitutional principles. It is recommended that the
OAU, taking into account this important

and non-ra-

tablishing a democratic
cial South Africa.

the Council Chambers.

On the

Ahmed

Salim

eluding the surrounding townships,particularly Soweto and Alexandra, and later
visited Soweto and Chicken Fann Squatter
Camp and called on the mayor of Soweto
at

positive impact that the OAU mi.s-

sion had

Rights Commission, the Goldstone
Commission of Inquiry into Violence, the
National Feace Committee, and a delegation from Transkei headed by Major
General Bantu Holomisa. Chairman of the
Human

dismantle

forces, ie Battalion 32;
the law forbidding the car-

rying of weapons;
to intensify security measures in trains

—

Fresidents
Nelson Mandela and Clarence Makwetu

Folice

enforce

to

—

Council of Churches (SACC).

and Rev Frank Chikane, secretary

take immediate action to

to

—

Uganda, who were joined by the Ambassadors of Algeria, Congo and Zimbabwe,
representing their respective Ministers of
Foreign Affairs.
In Johannesburg, the team met twice
with the ANC, FAC and the South African

♦

hos¬

Gravely concerned by escalation of
targeted at Black
communities and, in particular, by the

violence in South Africa
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♦
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recent massacre at

Boipatong Township by
the night of June 17,
1992, and the subsequent shooting of unarmed protesters by the army and police of
the regime;
Emphasising that it is the responsibility
hostel dwellers

evolution of the situation and take all

on

ing the objectives outlined in
paragraph 4 above; and
Requests the OAU SecretaryGeneral to present a report on this
question to the 57th Session of the

8.

of the South African government to take all

Draft Resolution

of all South Africans;

of peaceful negotiations and tran-

process

sition towards

a

democratic non-racial and

united South Africa; and

Convinced of the need for the international community to investigate the causes
of the violence and to

adopt the necessary
early end:
Strongly condemns the violence unleashed against the people of
Boipatong and in other townships;

measures

1.

2.

for its

Further condemns the government of
South Africa for its failure to take effective action

to

stop the ongoing

violence;
3.

Demands

forces in the perpetuation of those incidents. In this regard REITERATES
its decision to send the OAU fact-

4.

finding mission of experts to South
Africa to investigate the violence;
Calls for the urgent convening of a
meeting of the UN Security Council
examine the issue of violence in

to

South Africa

and to take all ap-

propriate leading towards
transition towards

a

a

peaceful

democratic

non-

racial and united South Africa;
5.

Calls upon the African group at the
United Nations to take urgent action
in

implementation of the request for
Security Council Session;

the

6.

Decides to send

a

ministerial delega-

tion, headed by the representative of
chairman, to
present Africa’s position to the
Security Council;
' '
the OAU current

7.
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2.

on

tions and decisions
Further

on

on the regime to
reciprocate the
goodwill of the other parties within

South Africa

CODES A, in order to ensure

its

at

an interim
government and the
election of a constituent assembly to
draft the new constitution for the

South Africa;

recalling the decisions taken by

country;
3.

Appeals to member states and the intemational community to continue to
exert

April 28,1992;

Having considered the reports of the

on

the

the liberation movements and other

anti-apartheid forces to close their
ranks and strengthen their
unity, in

South Africa;

order to accelerate the process

Having also considered the detailed
reports made by the national liberation
movements, ANC and PAC, on the prevailing situation inside South Africa;
Noting wilh great concern the fact that
the negotiation process within the
of the refusal

5.

of the violence that continues

which is

responsible for the mainsecurity and peace in the
country, to bring an end to the killings
tenance of

by the regime to accept

the

escalating violence
spite of constant appeals
by the international community to end the
carnage which constitutes a major obstacle
to the negotiation process; and
Convinced that unity of action and
cohesion among the liberation movements
over

of innocent

6.

sion to South

means of hastening^ the
of negotiations aimed at the'advent
non-racial, democratic and unijgd'

security forces, in collusion with supporters of the Inkatha Freedom Party,
are mainly
responsible for the

violence;
7.

Urgently

.
_

a

South Africa:

United

1.

Reiterates

-'
*

once

again Africa’s

requests the regime to
adopt, without delay, measures
designed to put a stop to the wave of
violence, including the transformation of hostels and squatter camps.

process

of

Africa, which indicates

that elements of the South African

and other democratic South African forces

stitutes the best

people;

Endorses the conclusions contained
in the report of the monitoring mis-

in South Africa in

within the framework of the United
Patriotic Front, is absolutely necessary at
the crucial stage of the struggle and con-

to

devastate South Africa and denounces the failure of the Pretoria
regime,

the

Concerned

of

change in South Africa;
Strongly condemns the perpetrators

framework of CODESA is deadlocked be-

universally accepted democratic principles in constitution making;

the De Klerk

order to get the process back on track;
Further reiterates the urgent need for

4.

developments in South Africa, as well as
the report of the OAU Monitoring Mission

cause

pressure on

government and to address the concents that have led to the
deadlock, in

Secretary-General and the Fifty-eighth Ordinary Session of the Coordinating Committee for the Liberation of Africa

early

of

Eighth Session held in Arusha, Tanon

an

and successful end of this process,
which will lead to the establishment

the OAU Ad Hoc Committee of Heads of
State and Government on Southern Africa

zania,

through genuine and
negotiations;

Expresses grave concern over the
deadlock in the negotiations and calls

meeting in its Fifty-sixth Session in Dakar,
Senegal, from June 22 to 27,1992:
Recalling its earlier resolution, declara-

Invites the

Secretary-General of the
Nations to follow closely the

South Africa
sincere

The Council of Ministers of the OAU,

to

full and open investigation of this and other incidents of
violence and the role of the security
a

non-racial, democratic and united

Council.

necessary measures to immediately stop
the violence and protect life and property

Considering that the continuation of the
cycle of violence seriously jeopardises the

preference for the elimination of
apartheid and the creation of a new

necessary measures aimed at achiev-

introduction of security measures in
^ trains and railway stations, and by
strictly enforcing the law against the
.
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Zambia is

one

destinations.
of outstanding

of Africa's top tourist

This is attributed to the existence

natural attractions, the peace

and tranquillity

prevailing in the country and friendly Zambians
are a "go ahead" and warm people.
Certainly. Zambia has every right to be proud of its
natural heritage of great waterfalls, rivers and lakes, and
the wealth of its wildlife roaming the vast sanctuaries and

who

effort has been made to preserve the tranquillity
and unspoilt nature of such tourist "gems" which form
the basis of Zambia's particular appeal to the world
tourist market today.
every

Tourism is

playing a significant role in projecting the

countries, and is now
attracting a much wider circle of visitors from all over the
world who visit Zambia for its natural beauty and its
image of Zambia to overseas

completely unspoilt wildlife areas.
Zambia is the
Zaire and the

birthplace of two great African rivers, the
for

Zambezi, the latter threading its way

Indian Ocean embracing en route two

2 500 km to the

Zambia's

of

outstanding features, the majestic and world
man-made lake of

famous Victoria Falls and the vast
Kariba.
A visit to Zambia is very

exciting and an adventure that is

unforgettable. But what of the country itself and where
these unique attractions that combine to offer the

are

holiday of a lifetime?
For the answer to

this and other

questions about Zambia,
contact

anyone

of our

ZAMBIA NATIONAL

TOURIST BOARD offices.

Chips ta
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Italy Roma

Tel: 229087/8/9

Tel: 21456
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United

Lusaka

-

Head Ohice
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Tel: 622 9206/7

Germany Bonn
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Livingstone
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8.

carrying of arms and offensive
weapons at public rallies, as well as
the disbanding of mercenary forces
and the expelling of those forces

of South Africa

from South Africa; and

ference of the National Patriotic Front
would be reconvened to formulate

Statement

by the ANC’s Secretary of

International Affairs

by refraining from establishing

official links with South Africa until

in the country.
Mr Ahmed Gora Ebrahim,

Secretary
Foreign Affairs of the PanAfricanist Congress of Azania Speaking on Behalf of the Liberation
for

Movements.
In

addressing the Council of Ministers

behalf of the liberation movements, Mr

Ebrahim reviewed the grave situation in
South Africa which, in spite of the political

reforms

promised by the De Klerk regime
February 2, 1990, continued to be a
scene of massacres of innocent people in
Black townships, with the clear complicity
of the security forces. He said that to do so,
the security forces continue to use Angolan
on

and Namibian
cenaries- who

tabilise

mercenaries, the

same mer-

formerly used to desAngola and Namibia, not so long
were

ago.

redeemer. He stressed that in this attempt,
the regime had achieved some degree of
success.

The PAC

representative informed the
by the regime to ac-

Fifty-sixth Ordinary Session
developments inside South

Africa.

Ahmed Gora Ebrahim,

Secretary for
Foreign Affairs ofthe Pan Africanist Congress (PAC)

He

highlighted areas of agreement in the
negotiation process, especially
with regard to constitutional principles, the
CODESA

establishment of
tence

that constitutional

Africa

must

declaration

be based

on

on

principles in South
the UN

consensus

South Africa.

an

interim government,

reincorporation of the Bantustans, violence
and control of the

mass

media. He iden-

tified

He

requested the council to recommend
the sending of another fact-finding mission
to South Africa to carry out an in-depth investigation on violence in the country. Such
a mission should be in the country for not
less than eight weeks. It should be independent and include investigative experts
who would be able to draw appropriate
conclusions for the international

com-

problems relating to the constitutionmaking body and the failure by the regime
to accept normal democratic principles as
being the heart of the deadlock at
CODESA.
In

spite of these setbacks, Mr Mbeki told
sought to continue with the process, until the Boipatong

council that the ANC still

massacre

was

unleashed

people, including pregnant

on

innocent

and

women

munity.

children.

On sanctions, the PAC representative expressed concern over its premature lifting
by Africa as well as premature optimism

between ANC President, Nelson Mandela
and President F.W. de Klerk on June 26,

and reward of President de Klerk which had
made him

intransigent. He deplored
the international community

more

the fact that

regime whereas in reality no fundamental
changes had been effected in the apartheid
system, which must be totally dismantled.
He therefore hoped the international community would maintain its pressure until
the changes had become irreversible. Mr
Ebrahim re-echoed the request of the ANC,
PAC and Archbishop Desmond Tutu for the
imposition of “Sports Boycotts of South
Africa” if violence does

cept the demands to the liberation movements to establish an elected constituent as-

country., Tp that end,.he called on the Inter-
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the latest

on

council of the.refusal

sembly. He repeated his movement’s insis¬

Mr Thabo

Mr Mbeki Addressed the OAU Council
of Ministers

had relaxed the isolation of the racist

According to him, the South African
regime povertly supported the use of
violence to intimidate the oppressed people
in the country while at the same time
portraying itself as their protector and

-

Mbeki

interim government

responsible
for supervising the transition to
democratic rule, including the holding of free and fair elections under
universal adult suffrage on a common voters roll, has been put in place

new

strategies aimed at completely demolishing
apartheid.

mittee of Heads of State and Govern-

an

the Barcelona Games. He

appealed to Africa and democraticminded peoples the world over to support
this peaceful call and hoped that the con-

Urges member states and the international community to respect the

ment

at

also

decision of the OAU Ad Hoc Com-

on

♦

national

not

end in the

Olympic Copimittee and other
sporting bodies to suspend the participation

He informed the council of the

meeting

1992 and

categorically stated that the ANC
plans in Abuja, Nigeria as was being
stipulated. Mr Thabo Mbeki, however,
had

no

reassured the council of the ANC’s

com-

mitment to

negotiations, adding that the
process was kept under constant review for
possible resumption as soon as the regime
created the appropriate climate. He called
the council

to strongly condemn the acts
perpetuated in South Africa and
apply maximum pressure on the regime for
progress towards an interim government
and a constituent assembly. ♦
on

of terror

Muhammed

Shahqzz is an Exiled South
African Journalist and a Member of the
Pan Africanist Congress (PAC).
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HUMAN RIGHTS AND DEMOCRACY
KENYA: THE CHALLENGES OF DEMOCRACY
Shadrack B.O. Gutto
OUR EXPERIENCE with the dictator-

Parliament

ship forces us to reconceptualise
democracy, and to place our dreams and
possibilities in building an alternative
society, whose private and public relations
are governed by political rights and social
rights within that new perspective. This altemative form of democracy, to me, should
resemble either

a

As for

traditional stool with

be the state and the

governmental apparatus and other public
institutions that mn or manage it. Whether
we

like it

or

not, we cannot

abolish the state

bypass it, as some idealist theories may
suggest. The state is necessary in a class
society like ours, to regulate class struggles
and compromises. If any one class is permined or allowed to gain total hegemony
over the rest of society, the state will not
only be a regulator of social conflicts but
or

will be

more an

tion and
What

instrument of class domina-

dictatorship.
we can

and must do is to make in-

stitutions of government subject to certain
fundamental values, principles of popular
governance and accountability, which have
been lacking in the colonial and neocolonial dictatorships. Governmental in-

promises justice in furtherance of White
ruling class racism, as was manifest in the
acquittal of police officers who had savagely beaten Mr Rodney King, a poor Black
man. But more than this, the jury system
still requires to be supplemented by a systern allowing popularly elected lay judges
to sit in every judicial process, with professionally trained judges and magistrates.
The

new

constitution of

a

democratic

clearly defined and
reviewable competence and powers. From
the presidency, the cabinet, the civil service, the courts, parliament, the police, the
security forces, prisons, local government,

Kenya must guarantee legal representation
to all Kenyans, rich and poor, in the defence
of their legal rights in civil and criminal
cases. The denial of legal representation to
the majority of the population, as is the case
today, directly undermines the rule of law.

all must be accountable to

New constitutions in Africa, such

stitutions

must

have

some

other

public institution, in which private citizens
are represented by popularly elected representatives, and to independent popular
people’s institutions. This double check is
absolutely imperative.
The

Jury System

The future courts of Kenya must have

the

jury system, with sufficient checks to ensure that it does not operate like the Los Angeles one in the United States that com28

of the most im-

historically obsolete constitutional
legal dogma about the overriding nature of
parliamentary sovereignty. Parliament
should have authority and respect but only
if it operates responsibly in the national interest and in the promotion of the people’s
welfare and rights. In the modern era of
demands for participatory democracy,
which even the old parliamentary systems
in the West ought to adjust to, the powers
of parliament should be limited by
demands of fundamental human rights and
popular will of the people. Victory of political parties at elections should not be
wrongly interpreted as a licence to legislate
each and every political propaganda con-

legs or a hearth — a fireplace — with
three stones to support the cooking pots or
sufurias. One of the legs of this democracy
stool, or one of the stones of this democracy
or must

some

the

three

hearth, should

parliament,

portant changes needed include discarding

liberal Mozambican
citizens such

one

as

the

of 1990, guaran-

rights, even in cases where
suing state officials for abuse of
power. In other words, wananchi in the
Kenya We Want will need more than the office of the ombudsperson which the KANU
governments’s Attorney General, Mr
Wako, indicated they will initiate in their
desperate and predictably futile attempt to
cling to power.
tee

they

are

tained in election manifestos and party

political programmes. Important national
policies require re-consultation with the
citizens. Popular democracy demands that
an elected government realises that it is a
government of the day for all citizens, ineluding those who did not vote at all and
those who voted against them.
Expressions of Civil Society
The second

leg or stone of the
democracy stool or hearth which must be
protected by law and given space to initiate,
discuss and

participate in implementing
specific policies and actions by
governmental political organs and individuals in charge, are the independent
NGOs and popular people’s institutions,
both organised on permanent ba.ses or
spontaneous, depending on the circumstances. In other words, these may not only be
non-govemmental organisations narrowly
defined, but should include small political
parties or non-parliamentary parties and interest

groups.

Organisations such

as

the Legal Advice

Centre, Public Law Institute, the Green
Belt Movement,
and their

religious organisations
projects, the workers’ organisaSapem July. 1992
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tions, women’s organisations such as
Mothers in Action and National Committee

society. This brings me to the third leg of

single parents’ as-

democracy we envisage in the Kenya We

on

the Status of Women,

the stool

or

third stone of the hearth of the

•sociations, citizens against rape and con-

Want. This is the

structive rape and defilement (so-called
sex-for-work or promotion), students’ and

production and socio-cultural relations
governing distribution and consumption.

youth organisations, peasants’ and pastoralist associations and cooperatives,

This is the economic and socio-cultural

hawkers’ and small traders’
such
and

organisations,
as the Kenya Street Traders’ Society
the Nairobi Vegetable and Fruit

Hawkers’ and Traders’ Association, national committees of the

unemployed, homeemployers’ organisations, village committees, citizens’ committees against corruption, both in public
and private life, theatre groups, sports
clubs, voluntary harambee committees,
less and landless,

tenants, commuters

and other consumer

as-

professional associations and
many similar existing and prospective
ones, should struggle for empowerment
and broadening of their outlook and arena
of participation.
These expressions of civil society must
sociations,

be conscious that their role is to influence

politics and political behaviour as much as
it is to enhance people’s participation in
economic, social and cultural life of
society. They must be in the frontline of
defining, promoting and defending rights.
In the Kenya We Want, the people must be
the base and pinnacle of national
sovereignty. Never again should Kenyans
allow politicians to preach to them that they
should “leave politics to politicians” and
the economy and industry to moneybags —
the dominating ones being foreign. 1 am
quite aware that not every NGO or people’s
organisation is democratic or champions
rights without undemocratic hidden agendas (Gutto, 1992) but we must leave it to
the dynamics of the interplay of democratic
forces to sort out the grain from the chaff,
the crops from the weeds, and the sheep or
goats from the hyenas.
Economic and Social
It is
to

have

Reproduction

saying the obvious to point out that
or

build reformed and democratised

organised mass participation. does presuppose the existence of a
people and some assurance of their continned reprrxluction as individuals within
institutions and

Sapf.mJuly, 1992

conditions of

organisation of material

simply
regard as the economy. We must have an
economy to have democracy. It is a fundamental right of every citizen of Kenya, if
the rule of law is to prevail, to share equitably in economic and social production
and its

society which

many

products.

sovereignty and the satisfaction of the
rights of all Kenyans to acceptable social
existence.
We should not

forget that we have all
along been a capitalist economy and our
refonns cannot be the

recipe for disempowerment and
marginalisation of our societies,
in addition to requiring elements of political authoritarianism to help impose them
on us. (Beckman, 1992)
Policies that destroy a nation’s invest-

tice.to be

Citizenship is a political and legal status.
Citizenship of a country bestows on one.
certain basic rights and obligations,
whether these are recognised in the existing laws or not. Among these is the right
and obligation to share in the labour, natural
resources and goods and services that are
necessary to sustain life and pleasure.
Naturally, there are fortunes and misfortunes as citizens engage in fulfilling these
rights and obligations and there is, therefore, the right and duty to share in both the
national fortunes and misfortunes. In my

interpretation, these rights are as funas any civil or political rights and
obligations such as those of free speech, association. choosing of political leaders and
protecting liberty and life. It is for this
damental

that

.serious limitations in

one sees

the current

democracy debate in our

country, led as it is, by
die classes, who seem

the

upper

and mid-

only to be squabbling

them will outdo
the others in imposing the largely harmful
economic model of the Structural Adjustment Programme (SAP) which is dictated
by the big industrialised imperialist West
and Japan, under the supervision and coorover

which factions among

dination of the IMF and World Bank. We
all concede that
is in

our

neo-colonial economy

deep crisis and must be restructured.

But how this is to be done should be sub-

jected to democratic debate and final
decisions that

are

in the national interest

and which will address the needs of produc-

tion,

with those who

same

operated under different economic and social systems. Let us not forget that already
the structural adjustment programmes as
conceived by the World Bank and IMF and
supported by those countries that stand to
gain most from it. the USA, members of the
European Economic (and Political!) Community, Japan and other industrialised
countries, have shown themselves in prac-

Citizenship

reason

♦

growth, enhancement of national

a

increased

ment

in the future

citizens

productivity of its

through the denial of basic and ter-

tiary education, including specialised
university education required by modern
industry, by imposing on the prxir majority
“cost-sharing” when they have no income
for basic survival; that dictate that the
health of the nation be

destroyed by
destroying national social health services;
that demand that public investments, ineluding those that are strategic and/or
profitable, be sold in an atmosphere where
mainly big foreign capital will get the lion's
share; that decree

that

traditional colonial role

we

revert to our

exporters of
cheap and unprofitable raw materials to the
as

North, who in turn, sell to us the ever ex-

pensive and over-priced industrial cominodities and fleece us by charging high interest rates and service charges for loans
and similar ingredients — such programmes cannot be in the interest of popular participatory democracy.
Before the current crisis and structural

adjustment, the majority of Kenyans did
not enjoy economic and social democracy.
This has been

one

of the main manifesta-

dictatorship. With the
polity
imposition of structural adjust-

tions of the KANU

crisis and the failure of the national
to

resist the

ment

and to devi.se alternatives to SAPs,

we

literary jumping, by direct translation,
from the hot sufuria directly into the moto.
are
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The

stagnation and social instability that is
gerniinating.will destroy our dreams of a
future democratic Kenya. Kenyans should
demand

an

alternative. The

current

sales of

national wealth to persons

and interests unknown, the so-called privatisation, should
be suspended for the time being. Creditors
who really desire to cultivate mutually
beneficial and lasting relations with
us.should afford to withhold their thirst for

our

blcxid and wait for

native within
After

a

us

to

devise

an

alter-

democratic framework.

all.they have fed

on our sweat

and

blood for the last 5(K) years.

Human
The international

Rights

community today

ac-

cepts the fundamentals of international
human

rights standards partly expressed in

the International Covenant

on

Civil and

Politieal

Rights. 1966. to which Kenya is
fornially.though not in practice, a party.
Part of our political demands have drawn
legitimacy from this covenant. However,
the International Covenant

on

People should have the right to demand economic and social changes andjustice

Economic.

Social and Cultural

Right.'i. 1966. which
Kenya has also ratified and which is indivisibly connected to the first one on civil
and political rights, has been silenced in our
struggle for democratic changes and rights.
Part of the explanation for this imbalance is
that the political dictatorship has undermined every known aspect of democracy
and rights and has thus tended to attract the
main focus of most of the leadership of the
current mass democratic struggles. It is as
if the largely populi.st political doctrine of
“political power first and all will follow”
has been pushed to an absurd limit. The
second explanation, and one which is very
important, is that those who belong to the
upper class and middle class in our
democracy front have class interests that
they feel may be threatened when the
people as a whole demand economic and
social changes and justice. Such leaders are
deliberately silent when it comes to articulating and promoting the necessity of
economic and social rights.

Restructuring Politico-socioeconomic
Structures

Having outlined the three cornerstones
this moment in our his¬

of what appears at

tory to be the fundamental dimensions of

democracy the Kenya We Want is aiming
for, 1 invite you to reflect on the following
two important Marxian adages which have
not lost their relevance despite the
changes
that occurred in the world

over

years

and which, whether

pathy

or not

the last few

you have symwith Marxian ideas, you will

find instructive.

First, that the oppressed

classes and groups cannot simply take over
the state and social institutions used to op-

political struggles since those who have
the frontline of change at this par-

come to

ticular

moment are

all welcome and have

legitimate rights as Kenyans, to struggle,
even if they were part of the old and
moribund regime and are trying to recycle
themselves. But this is what they are doing
all over Africa. Tliey are struggling for their
historical survival. These forces

are

cer-

tainly not all revolutionary democrats who
could wish for fundamental transfomia-

them and expect to use these for
democratic reforms and reconstruction;

tions in

and, second, that people make their own
history but not exactly as they may like
since, of necessity, they are forced to inherit

prevailing in our country at the moment.
This makes the current struggle essentially

press

a

lot from the past

and the conditions of

change

are not exactly those chosen by
them. In other words, the mass democratic

changes should not expect to take over the
current political system and institutions of
inequality and political repression intact
and hope that the rule of law, democracy
and human rights could be built within
them without certain fundamental

turing. Secondly, and

politics

economic

well

as

as

in socio

and conditions

structures

democratic struggle involving many
social groups with contradictory interests.
Class interests are at the bottom line but
amass

other interests

are

also

represented. In ad-

dition, there are many other historical structures and

contradictions of local and inter-

national dimensions within which the
democratic
our

struggles

are

being fought in

country. ♦

restruc-

partial antidote
to the first, the process of change, as 1 have
indicated already, will still involve fierce
as a

Shadrack B.O. Gutto is

a

Kenyan exile

and a Senior Research Fellow on Human

Rights. Lund University, Sweden.
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LESOTHO POLITICAL PARTIES: FOCUS ON THE
BASUTOLAND CONGRESS PARTY (BCP)
F.K. Makoa
ALL STUDENTS of Lesotho’s

politics are
agreed that the Basutoland Congress Party
(BCP) has historically been the hub of
radicalism, at least up to 1974 when an unfavourable political climate forced it to go
underground.* Tliere are however, glaring
differences among the analysts on how the
BCP has related

to

the wider social

strata

in

Lesotho. The

tates

of

majority of these analysts see
petty bourgeois party, albeit a
organisation, because of the dieits political pretensions, namely

that

it

is

it

as

a

militant

a

movement

for the less

privileged.^

The majority are, however,
clung to the view that BCP represents
the oppressed and has always advocated
fundamental change in Lesotho’s social
still

structure.

BCP’s radicalism has been defined in
terms of vtx.'iferous attack

against the esblocs, such as the chieftainship, foreign-owned commercial estabtablished power

lishments, churches and the colonial ad-

ministration.'^

But this tells

us

little about

dominated Basutoland
sociation

same

character.

This article
ments

was

left of the two

moribund

organisations and moulded this
into a movement with a long term political
goal, namely the achievement of independence. Thus from its inception the
BAC, which changed its name to
Basutoland Congress Party (BCP) in 1959,
was an agglomerate of diverse interest
groups with utterly opposed ideological
positions."* But formed by Basotho activists, of whom Mokhehle

was

the

most

prominent, in the South African National
Congress (ANC), BCP espoused PanAfricanism, calling not only for Lesotho’s
independence but an end to apartheid in
neighbouring South Africa. But by and
large, BCP remained a party of the emerging Black middle class of intelligentsia and
petty traders.Later. Mokhehle’s party was
able to extend its influence

over

the

country’s small but politically articulate
working class.^
All Lesotho’s main

political parties

however, straddle the various classes,
denominational groups

and social strata.

explores the above argu-

BCP and its arch rival, Basotho National

and .sets out, in the main, to show that

Party (BNP), have always enjoyed the
largest amount of support among these
groups. Thus the commonly held view that
the two main parties had connections with

the BCP should

at

best be defined

as

a

populist petty bourgeois protest party
struggling like any of its contemporaries to
capture state power. It argues that the
heterogeneity of its membership ruled out
any democratic socialist option.
Basutoland

Congre.ss Party As

an

Ensemble of Diverse Interests
Basutoland Congress Party (BCP)
emerged in 1952 as the Basutoland African
Congress (BAC) from the ashes of the

traditionalist Lethotla la Bafo (LLB) and
the

(BPA). Ntsu Mokhehle, its

founder, as.sembled what

the nature of the BCP since all anti-colonial

struggles have invariably assumed the

Progressive As-

intelligentsia/petty bourgeois-
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Lesotho’s churches

the BNP with the

Catholic Church, and BCP with the Protestants

is

supported by the voting bepopulation in the 1965 and
elections.^ Relentless opposition to

—

not

haviour of the
1970

the Catholic Church has nevertheless led to

Catholicism

essentially a fight against
leadership which was clearly
dominated by Catholics. Indeed, BCP also
had Catholics in its leadership hierarchy.
But these did little to mitigate the BCP’s assault on the Catholic Church, according to
the available evidence.

Notwithstanding the above, the BCP has
always been a protest party ready, if necessary, to collaborate with its declared adversaries to achieve its objectives. Not surpris-

ingly, party principles have often been
political gains. Thus in its opposition to colonialism, the BCP leadership
embraced chieftainship, which had always
been derisively dubbed a coloniali.st lackey
by Mokhehle, arguing that:
It is inseparable from the land rifihts
of the people since the land is also of
the people, owned by the people for
the people. The onene.ss ofhereditary
chieftainship and the land rights of
the people is elemental in any African
society and so it is with the Basotho^
After losing elections to its rival. BNP, in
traded for

1965, BCP invoked the monarch and
traditionalism in its

campaign against independence. Echoing Marema Tlou Freedom
Party’s (MFP) call for increased powers for
the King, BCP withheld its recognition of
Lesotho’s independence in 1966.'** Encouraged by this vacillation, the monarch
intensified his pressure on Jonathan’s

struggling regime, dismissing five senators
who supported the government, an act
which even the apologists of traditionalism
have de.scribed
of the

general belief that BCP was closer

Protestant churches.

to

the

BCP fanatics and

ideologists might however, argue that what
a campaign against

appeared to be

as

monarchy."

disastrous for the

cau.se

But by aligning itself

with absolutist forces, BCP’s behaviour
was

a

was

the BNP

more

than

a

vindication of Ntsu

Mokhehle’s view that

democracy was a
luxury which Basotho could not afford. The
BCP leader had told the constitutional

com-

mission two years before the 1965 elections
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that

LESOTHO

“limited government

is a bit of a
luxury... what we need is emphasis upon
what government should do positively to
a

remove

these evils”

(health, malnutrition

and lack of education). This in fact belies
the much vaunted democratic orientation of
the BCR Mokhehle’s

in

moulding
disparate interest groups into a party with a
strong leadership hierarchy has wrongly
been interpreted as a struggle for
democracy. Likewise the BCR's hegemony
over the country’s autonomous organisations, such
women,

as

success

the teachers’ association,

trade unions and

cooperatives,''^

has been misconstrued for

a

socialist

democracy. It has since become clear that
none of the.se organisations had any influence over the BCR’s political
programme. Indeed, if they had. the BCR
would not have dared to

enfranchi.sement in 1964.

o

oppose

women’s

It is

surprising that while acknowledging
the fact that the BCR’s primary aim was to
take over the legislative council, some
analysts see this party as a chariot of
democracy and a repository of socialist
values. To rally the support of the commoners. the party did talk about common
land ownership and popular participa-

tion.'^

However, this cannot be reconciled

with the

party’s doctrine of the oneness of
rights and chieftainship. Neither is this
compatible with the BCR’s sexism, indiland

cated above.
BCR lost the

1965 elections, among

other reasons, because of the inherent contradictions in its doctrine and party struc-

The party

has been an edifice housing
structurally opposed social groups which
inevitably militated against the forging of a
coherent political programme going
beyond attacks on chiefs, churches, foreign
ture.

traders, colonialism and racism. Concern
with power blurred the BCR’s vision of the
future and turned the party into a prisoner
of its

own

slogans. With this organisation-

al structure and vision of

a

future

Basutoland, the BCR’s only option was
crude

populism, appealing for increased

benefits for all the socioeconomic groups,
while

supporting an inherently inequitable
system.'^ But populism can only deal with
common problems. Despite this ideologi32

L

cal

ambiguity, however, BCR had, by independence, grown into a prodigious corporalist organisation, claiming to represent
the progressive elements of the population,
particularly the elite.

“wanting to use BCR as a vehicle for continning the struggle against apartheid and
the territory itself as a base from which
campaigns could be mounted in the
18
republic to achieve their objectives”.

Party Crisis and Leadership Response

This national chauvinism was clearly the
only option for the BCR if it was to continue
spanning the political/ideological con-

Crisis is always immanent in political
parties based on structurally antagonist social groups. Thus as Lesotho edged towards
self-rule, massive realignments took place,
and these spelt problems for the BCR (then
BAC) which until this time was essentially
a

broad anti-British front. Chief S.S.

Matete,

a

traditionalist and staunch sup-

porter of the paramouncy (Monarchy),

resigned along with
tives

to

a group

form the Marema Tlou

of conservaRatty (MTR)

in 1957. Leabua Jonathan followed suit

a

later in 1958 to fonn the Basutoland
Rarty (BNR), thus adding to the
severe test presented by S.S. Matete. These
realignments brought to the fore the issues
of the country’s traditional power struc-

tinuum in Lesotho. This constituted

an

in-

dispen.sable basis for the BCR’s populist
militancy,for it facilitated political
mobilisation against aliens and any exotic
ideologies which threatened the leadership
while helping the party to maintain its support base in Lesotho. Herein lies the
paradox of BCR’s progressiveness and leftism. Increasing competition from the BNR
and MFR (a merger between Khaketla’s
Freedom Rarty and Matete’s MTR) on the
hand.and the ANC/communist inclined

year

one

National

groups on the other, forced the BCR to
denounce communism and to abandon its

tures

and the churches and their role in

religion while
MTR hoisted the flag of the monarchy. BCR
did not only have to grapple with the
problem of defections but had to come out
clear on these issues. That the BCR proved
helpless against this new reality is borne out
by the fact that it lost the 1965 elections.in
which the role of the monarchy and future
of religion were dominant issues. Tliese
were not the only problems which confronted BCR. Fear of the growing influence
of the communists and the ANC within the

response

from the

BCR

leadership and led to mass purges of
the so-called anti-party elements and the
growth of anti-communist hysteria, with
serious

implications for the party’s
declared principles, namely the oneness of
Lesotho’s struggle for independence and
political freedom in South Africa. To break
out of this self-imposed isolation, BCR had
to

This

unprecedented change in BCR's at-

titude towards the African exiles incurred

Jonathan’s BNR donned

frantic

Africa.

an

independent Lesotho.

party prompted

declared role in the liberation of Southern

embrace the ANC’s

rival, the Ran-

Africanist

Congress (RAC) “with its latent
overtones of anti-White hostility and anticommunism”.*^ The BCR leader publicly
accused the ANC exiles in Lesotho of

after

soon

one

of Mokhehle's

uberant claims about his

most

ex-

party's role in the

Southern African liberation

struggle. At a
May 1962 meeting of independent African
states

in Cairo Mokhehle had declared that;

Our activities
to

are not

and cannot be limited

Basutoland alone. We

are

geographical-

ly surrounded by the Union of South Africa
and live in the same political atmosphere as
Bechuanaland and Swaziland. Our political
interests and activities extend into these
ritories. Rolitical movements

ter-

only
being started in Swaziland and Beare

chuanaland and in the Union of South

Africa the ANC and the RAC have been

banned, the leaders of these organisations
are

bitterly persecuted — some

are

banned

and restricted to small areas, some have

been

deported into the wilds of the country,
in jail, and some have scattered all

some are
over

the world

is that the BCR
movement

as

exiles. The result of this

today is the only liberation

in the southern end of Africa

that is

freely and openly engaged in the
liberatory struggle. As a result, we have become the object of attack by the im-
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pcrialists and colonialists in all these
southern

territories/^

This

merely underscores the fact that
populist militancy was riddled with
contradictions. The BCP leadership assumed that political agitation against apartheid South Africa was compatible with its
concerted campaign against the liberation
BCP’s

in Southern Africa. Of

movements

course

any extreme nationalism invariably leads to
this absurdity. But emerging from this

weaken the BCP. Indeed, Mofeli's United

the

Democratic

denounced Mokhehle's South African-

Party (UDP) remained infinitesimal, dependent for its survival on
patronage of the various regimes in
Lesotho which guaranteed its participation
in their nominated parliaments.
Jonathan’s
tors

errors were

behind BCP’s

tive elections.

success

not

the

only fac-

in the 1970 abor-

Rapport with the

monar-

chist/traditionalist forces bolstered the
BCP.

itself.
preferred a benevolent dictatorship to
a system based on the notion of a limited
government. Second, BCP is the first party
to argue that Lesotho cannot be used as a
base for launching attacks against apartheid
South Africa. Whatever the reasons, this

vacillation

The first is the issue of democracy

BCP

stance

represents the most reactionary

aspect of BCP's populism in the 196()s. Of
cour.se, as a

protest party BCP embraced

and condemned

everything whenever
politically expedient.
Basutoland

Congress Party After

Independence
independence BCP emerged as the
strongest party, winning the 1970 abortive
elections by a satisfactory majority after
applying the same strategy which ensured
victory for the BNP in 1965. The latter had
used house-to-house campaigning,relying
on

horseback for travel. But BCP’s strategy

moved

beyond this for obvious

resulted in

the

of animals

to

the South African White

farmers. Thus in

opposing these measures,
a patriotic force
defending Basotho’s rights and the integrity of Lesotho’s sovereignty. Also outrageous and of immense advantage for the
BCP was Jonathan's policy of filling
BCP donned the mantle of

strategic civil service posts with White
South Africans.
Thus even the split by a
faction of dissatisfied elements led by
Charles Mofeli in 1967 did nothing to
SapemJuly. 1992

at-

would “ride

on

the river’’.

cross

the back of the devil to
24

Thus BCP’s

political

posture after 1970 must also be understood

against this background. Nearly the entire
LLA group dominates the leadership of the
BCP.following the recent party elections.
Not only is BCP still remaining underarms
but it has not publicly disassociated itself
from the anti-democratic forces. Neither
are

there credible guarantees

values

which
LLA’s

that it now
development projects in Lesotho
unhappily became the targets of its
relentless bombings.

Indeed, the issue resolves itself into
whether

party which, until recently,

a

boasted of

destroying dams, and other

disposal of this party during the politipost-1965 elections

mobilise for development or
development. This is one of
the stark challenges facing Lesotho. The
army’s civilisation programme calls for an
even more critical analysis of Lesotho’s
polity, especially the political parties which
are competing for its
implementation.

enormous

cal uncertainties of the

and Jonathan’s

1966/69 flirtation with

racism. Some of the academic literature
tells

that under the BCP

us

would be

socialism

a

regime Lesotho

socialist state."" However, this
an

—

on

But the issue is

extremely dependent
apartheid South Africa?

not

socialism but rather that

courage to

promise

any

BCP’s collaboration with the South

African Bureau of State

Security (BOSS)
after Ntsu Mokhehle and some

BCP has

began

every

of the party leaders went into exile in 1974.
It is understood that Mokhehle held talks

always managed to manipulate
political agenda, apparently with

remarkable

success

1970. Whether they
1990s is

a

matter

between

1952 and

will maintain this in the
conjecture.

for

BCP After 1970: Subservient

in the
through his Joint stock theft

arbitrary transfers of large herds

struggle against Jonathan’s
dictatorship.“■ However, this was in keeping with the party’s slogan that if need be it

economic infrastructure will have the

reasons.

drives with the Boers in Lesotho, which

backed armed

weapons at

Jonathan had alienated his support

mountains

this issue. But these

on

tributes constituted

would be

After

party as some of the members

„

Notwithstanding its clearly changed
political outlook, BCP remained the focus
of anti-Jonathanism, engaging in bloody
conflicts with the police in 1966/67." But,
as indicated above, the
populist ideology
with its underlying assumption of class
fusion barely revealed the direction in
which BCP might steer the nation. Until
now the
party has exhibited a high degree
of reticence, ambivalence and outright

analysis are two important issues, often
glossed over or deliberately skilled by the
analysts of Lesotho's politics.

♦

Populism?
BCP's

soon

during the

same year with the
South African Bureau of State

head of the
Security on
the possibility of obtaining South African
assistance to topple Jonathan’s govern-

ment."'*’

It is clear that assistance

was

final-

political behaviour after 1970
clearly reflected desperation resulting from
the party’s unmitigated tribulation. But this
raises an equally important question, namely whether any political behaviour is justified as long as it is concomitant with
denial of political power. This is an enormous question which is besides the
scope
of this analysis. It suffices to show that in

years later, in May 1979,
exploded inside the main Maseru
Post Office building, causing extensive
damage. Responsibility for this blast was
claimed by an organisation calling it.self the
Lesotho Liberation Amiy (LLA). an amied
wing of the Basutoland Congress party

the

that it

era

found

a

of destabilisation. South Africa
reliable

ally in the exiled wing of
Army
issue which proved divisive for

ly given, for five

a

bomb

(BCP), under the command of Ntsu Mokhehle. While this
was

guerilla group claimed
operating from established ba.ses

in Lesotho, all it statements and broadcasts

the BCP and its Lesotho Liberation

came

(LLA),

media. Even

an

through the South African state
more astonishing was the fact
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that its
were

political

LESOTHO

and demands
namely that all the

programme

those of Pretoria,

members of the ANC must leave Lesotho
and that the Lesotho government must

diplomatic ties with the communist
regimes.
As one analyst of the South African
regional policy in the 1980s observed, the
LLA had during this time virtually taken
over as BCP’s mouthpiece — and “trying
to outdo their mentors in their campaign
against both the ANC and the relations between Lesotho and the then East European
socialist states”."^ At one stage this organisation surprised even its South African
backers by claiming responsibility for the
murder of six ANC refugees and their three
sever

Basotho friends in Maseru

on

December

1985.^^ So, from 1974, BCPcompletely changed from being a militant nationalist
organisation directly serving the interests
of the apartheid system in South Africa.
20,

What

now

remains

to

be

seen

is whether

this party

is still in the service of apartheid,
which is now on the retreat. An interesting
point related to this is whether, given that it
immediately ceased its hostilities against
Lesotho

soon

after the coup was an-

nounced.the BCP is part

of the 1986 South
African-imposed political solution. BCP
welcomed not only this South African-inspired military coup but all its programme.
Until now it is the only party which has
hailed the military’s new constitution as the
most democratic of all the country’s con-

slogan whenever this suits it. It
socialist inclined even though
the tone of its politics was overlaid by
militant radicalism. Until today its hierarchy is dominated by privileged classes —
businessmen and the intelligentsia. Less in
dispute, however, is the fact that BCP has
historically provided a home for the commoners, mainly those who were no longer
materially and psychologically dependent
on traditionalism or the existing social
order. But it certainly did not enjoy
monopoly of support within this group, as I
have argued. Finally, there is no shred of
evidence showing that BCP was ever a
repository of democratic values.lt has
stifled not only democracy within itself, but
has also attempted to block the extension of
democratic rights to its supposed affiliates.
However, BCP is no different from any of

military junta’s elections
herald any freedom for the Basotho nation.
Indications are that they are geared to
spawn only new managers for the “New
Lesotho’’. BCP, together with other participants in the army’s constituent assembly, has fully embraced this programme,
dubbing it the most democratic solution.
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ABOUT ADJUSTMENT,

SOCIAL MOVEMENTS AND

DEVELOPMENT DISCOURSE
Lloyd M.Sachikonve
ONP) PRIVILEfiE conferred
this column is the occasional

by writing

issue concerning both social movements and
development issues. So it was that in May

pre.sent a paper on some gemiane

and June, I attended a conference on

the

Slate, Structural Adjustment and Changing
Social Political Relations in

The Structural

invitation to

Africa in Up-

psala, Sweden and another on Breaking Out
of the Orthodoxy: Academics. Development Workers and the Discourse of SustainahiUty, Participation and Ecputy in
Prince Edward Island, Canada. The last

meeting attended was on Civil Society in
England.
The historic university city of Uppsala

Zimbabwe at Oxford in

quite prosperous and spacious; the
proliferation of high-tech industries on its
looks

outskirts attest to the advanced restructur-

ing of industry by Swedish capital. The
was rather gentle and wanri. The
setting was auspicious for the meeting of
Nordic and African scholars on the impact
of structural adjustment on the state and social movements in Africa. A radical critique
of the agenda and ideology of the World
Bank (WB) and the International Monetary
Fund (IMF) ran through most of the presenrations. This was refreshing in the new international context in which one leading
hegemonic power has pronounced the adweather

Adjustment

Programme(SAP)in Tanzania
impact of Structural
Adjustment Programmes (SAPs) on
agriculture and the peasantry, which still
constitutes the numerically biggest social
class in Africa? Drawing on his extensive
What had been the

in Tanzania. C.S.
Chachage refuted the official claim that the
country had registered economic gains in
the past three years as a result of the implementation of the SAP. In reality, the
results of SAPs had been disappointing to
working people: economic liberalisation
had merely freed private capital which was
fettered by state regulations. The liberalisation process ushered a re.structuring of
capital around certain of the newly deregulated branches of the economy, mainly import-export services. For workers and
peasants it had meant further marginalisation, aggravation of tensions and more
.studies of the peasantry

hierarchicalisation.

Chachage further observed that under

guise of a SAP, there was an intensification of certain parasitic forms of capitalist
relations of pnxiuction, as witnessed in the
visible increase in corruption and plundering of natural resources from the village
level to the "top levels of the state". The un-

the

world order" where

successful drive to increase export-crop

capitalism is the dominant social and

production has entailed intensification of
some forms of state repression against the

vent

of "a

new

economic system.
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working people. In conclu.sion, Chachage
reminded the workshop that it was within
that context that civil society had emerged
as a challenge to the new fomis of exploitation and

oppression.

Mo/.ambique,
Tanzania, Uganda and Zambia

SAPs in (ihana, Kenya,

Presenting a longer comparative study
the impact of SAPs on agriculture in six
African countries (Ghana, Kenya, Mozambique, Tanzania, Uganda and Zambia),
Peter Gibbon, Kjell Havnevikand Kenneth
Hermele pursued and broadened the issues
raised by Chachage in his Tanzania case
study. They argued that an overall weakness of a SAP, with respect to agriculture,

on

foster exports of
primary agricultural products at the expense of most other objectives. On a
diminishing world market for primary
products, the indebted African countries
competed with each other for the spoils of
the rich world. Yet "time and again we have

consisted of its attempt to

been able to conclude that the external
terms

of trade have fallen".

that recent

They ob.served
analyses actually question the

wisdom of the

export-led strategy for

agricultural and raw-material-dependent
countries and recommend it only for
countries that have already achieved a considerable degree of industrialisation.
In conclusion, they argue that if an assumed integration of sub-Saharan Africa in
a subordinated position, that is, primarily as
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supplier of raw materials, is the real objective of adjustment, then the policy has

tile workers. In their conclusion.Andrae
and Beckman

argued that

been successful in the 1980s, with sub-

of the SAPon

Nigeria’s textile industry has

Saharan Africa

been the consolidation of

a

exporting only 12 percent
non-primary
products
in
the
1980s.Depending on one's perspective, the
securing of a capitalist process in subSaharan Africa (SSA) may be considered
as a success of the
adjustment process.
Since the power of the state bourgeoisie to
obstruct adjustment is seen as a problem,
because it endangers the sustainability of
the whole process, the hidden agenda of the
Bretton Woods institutions

seems

to

be the

following. Since SAPs and all their
sociated conditionalities have
to

not

break internal resistance

to adjustment,
big capital and transnational
forces might have the capacity to overcome
this impasse.Of course, this may also turn
out to be wishful thinking. Other papers
reflecting on these issues were presented in
detailed Ethiopian and Zambian case

in the 199()s

a

union-centred

labour

regime, where the union played a
mediating and advancing the
three processes of capital, labour and state
formation. The generalisation of collective
bargaining at national and company level
critical role in

accelerated the modernisation of industrial

capital: work-place disposition and anarchy were weakened and the frontiers of
constitutional legality advanced.
The State and Labour in Zimbabwe

as-

been able

one consequence

In his

presentation. Sachikonye examined the uneasy relations between the
state

own

and the labour movement in Zim-

babwe.

Observing that

state attempts at

coopting the labour movement had been
firmly resisted, the paper asserted that a
sharper conflict had characteri.sed relations

further elaborated

the response to

date
organi.sed labour to the SAPs and the
prospects of a broad political alliance incorporating social interests marginalised or
undermined by the programme.In conelusion. Sachikonye observed that there
was now a real possibility that the Zimon

of

babwe SAP could stall

or

least be

at

prolonged beyond the original five years.
In the event of either happening, the muscle
of labour was likely to increase as much as
disgruntlement within the electorate
towards the incumbent government.

The papers

pre.sented at the University of

Prince Edward Island

also broader, .set of

cover

concerns

a

similar, if

ranging from

ideological dimensions of SAPs

to ques-

tions

relating to cunent development discourse, especially such concepts as siistainahiUty, equity and /nirticipatioii.

studies.
SAPs in

Nigeria and Zimbabwe

A second set of substantive papers ex-

amined the

impact of SAPs on state-labour
Nigeria and Zimbabwe. Andrae
and Beckman observed that periodic adjustment and crises provide opportunities
for the restructuring of capital-labour and
state-labour relations. Capital .seeks to suppress labour costs and reorgani.se the labour
relations in

enhance control and raise
may also enlist the support
of the state in enforcing wage constraints
and for the suspension of workers’ rights.
They noted that such interventions may be
temporary or signal changes in the labour
regime and undermine labour’s achievements in developing autonomous organisational power. Labour’s resistance to such
process to

productivity; it

changes might be more easily overcome as
its bargaining power was weakened by the
crisis.

The erosion

Retrenchment,

or

the threat of it, may be

to

demand

of real income under Structural Adjustment Frogrammes has led workers
salary increases

used not

merely for "trimming” and changing the composition of the labour force but
also to intimidate workers into accepting
the new order, a new labour regime. They
examined the various dimensions of that
labour

36

regime

as

it related to Nigerian tex¬

between the

two

parties since the mid-

1980.S. The conflict related

to

SAPs and

the autonomy

Democracy in Southern
Africa

of unions, to parameters

of collective bargaining, to incomes and prices policies and
to the question of democracy. The paper

In his
nient

presentation on Structural AdjustDemocracy in Southern Africa.

and
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Manfred Bienefeld
extent

the debts, the
come,

argued that, given the

of the accumulated contradictions,

inequalities in wealth and in-

the weak and declining infrastruc-

ture, the chronic trade imbalances and now
al.so the

devastating drought, it was rather
likely that extensive economic
deregulation would prtxiuce a degree of inmore

stability that would undennine efficiency
and further polari.se an already precarious
political situation. He argued that from its
inception. Structural Adjustment Lending
(SAL)
defined

was

based

on

untested, loosely

policies who.se alleged capacity to

deal with the

deep-seated problems of
recipient countries was based on ideologically derived theoretical assertions with littie serious empirical support.
Internal studies commissioned

by the

and the assimilation of those

challengeshegemony, counter-hegemony and new
forms of hegemony developing during
periods of "passive revolutions". Academic
and "practical" developmental language
had discursively elaborated counterhegemonies articulated when the global
economy was
movements

conclusion, Moore admitted that these

challenges had tended to be too easily
coopted into the dominant discourse. If the
concepts of sustainahility, equity and participation are to be much more than window-dressing for development agencies
and

NGOs, it

was

sustainability

evidence,

one

on

existing in the
the available

would have to conclude that

such

policies would almost fail,both in
economic and political terms. Case studies
on the impact of SAPs on the social services
in Ghana and on agriculture in Nigeria by
Ofori-Yeboa, Seta Deo and Ezeala-Harrison underlined the failure of the
programme to meet

its objectives.

Development Discourse
Finally, several pre.sentations questioned
the use and devaluation of certain key concepts in current development discourse.
David Moore observed that discourse is the

expression of power, challenges to
Sapem July, 1992

power

obvious that

counter-

hegemonic movements needed more
power than they presently wield. As
Schmitz

region. Indeed, based

social

ideology and the complacency of the
hegemonic organisers of the old order. In

future adjustment

tive under the conditions

new

had threatened the dominant

WB and IMF in the 1980s concluded that

policies must be better
adapted to the particular circumstances of
each country. WB’s survey of its first ten
years of experience with adjustment lending made the devastating remark that recent
changes in the bank’s procedures had allowed it to move beyond "textbook solutions"! Bienefeld concluded by arguing
that in Southern Africa, the adoption of orthodox SAPs would destroy any chance of
success since these are generally too
risky
and too politically insensitive to be effec-

in crisis and

argued in his
was

own

presentation,

increasingly being

turned round and used to shore up

the crumbling foundations of the orthodox
paradigm.
For

example, "economic sustainability"
being defined in such a way as to enjoin countries to "stay the course" in implementing SAPs, rather than as prompting
inquiry into the viability of applying
Western capitalist prescriptions. Now that
political and social sustainability had been
deemed to have status in official development thinking, it was not unusual to see
classically trained development
economists taking up the causes of human
rights, "good governance" and
"democracy" — not always seemingly
aware that these
concepts had an intellectual tradition stretching back several
thousand years. Sustainable democratisation,as a developmental process of
society,needed to take seriously certain
fundamental failings of e.stablished liberal
democratic theory and practice and must
was

address the conditions which affect the full
range

The Oxford

meeting

narrower.

consisted

largely of research students
dissertations on Zimbabwe:
there were presentations on the land question, the role of chiefs in peasant society
and that of civil associations,including the

working

on

ex-combatant association and

was

non-

governmental organisations. There was
less room for reflection on questions of
development discourse, globalisation of
the operations of international financial
capital, in terms of S APs,and hegemonic issues

embedded in the concept

world order".

eluded from

of the "new
Imperialism was deftly exthe agenda. Of course, the

doyen of British scholars on Zimbabwe,
Terence Ranger, who has achieved a gurulike status,presided over the seminar’s
proceedings throughout. As a Rhodes
Professor, he symbolises a chunk of
Zimbabwe’s recent history itself, from
being an active sympathiser of Zimbabwe’s
nationalist struggle to now holding a chair
presumably named after the country’s
foremost coloniser! This is not to say that
the brief presentations of various aspects of
Zimbabwe’s civil society were not without
interest. However, one could not fail to
muse

that the somewhat sedate current of

thought on Southern Africa at this ancient
of learning, lacked the dynamism and
radical rigour that one had encountered
seat

elsewhere this northern
It

was

summer.

left to Arthur Mutambara, the

well-known student activist from the

University of Zimbabwe to stir things up a
complacent smugness at

bit and shatter the
this

particular Oxford seminar. It

because scholars in the South did
as

much intellectual

British

curiosity

history and culture

was not
not

have

to probe into

as young

British

scholars had, with respect to Zimbabwean

topics. The real issue was the equitable distribution of

resources

to

enable intellec-

tuals from both the North and South to pursue

rigorous research, in their chosen

curred.

Democratisation in Zimbabwe

society in the politics of

democratisation in Zimbabwe. Its audience

of interest,

of human rights.

focus much

the role of civil

♦

areas

anywhere. That still had not

oc-

♦

shorter and its

It concentrated

on
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GENDEFfiSSUES
WOMEN AND SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
Ruth Meena
SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
refers

development process which enhances people's capacity to create and consume wealth on a lasting basis.lt requires,
among other things, a socioeconomic
political and cultural environment which
enables people to engage and sustain the
development process. The political system
should provide stability for people to
engage in production. Intra-ethnic conflicts, tribal
well

Constraints

Land

as

wars

and social tensions,

denial of basic human

strain efforts

to

rights,

as

con-

promote sustainable

The conditions under which African

tween

individuals and communities

can

either promote or

constrain sustainable
development. Social security is thus one of
the necessary prerequisites for promoting
such development.
Besides social security, there is a need
for economic freedom. Economic freedom
in this context, refers to

a

condition which

enables

people to utilise their innovative
and creative capacities in the development
process, as well as protection of individual
economic rights to access to productive assets, including land rights, a right to control

have been

participating in the
development process have not enabled
them to enhance their capacity to utilise
their physical and intellectual energies in
promoting sustainable development. Three
women

areas

are

considered

to

women’s contributions

have limited
to

sustainable

development. These include policy environment, socio-cultural setting and
women’s initiatives.
The

development. The social relationships be-

Policy Environment.

Most of the

development plans and
development policies of African states have
been"gender blind". The planning and
policy making processes in this region have
failed to appreciate the fact that women and
men have, and continue to play, different
roles in production and reproduction and
that their needs and constraints

are

dif-

ferent.

one’s labour in tenns of decisions to engage

Policy makers and planners have
failed to address the socially structured
subordination of women to men. Unequal
division of labour in production and
reproduction, legal discrimination against

in economic

women

activity of one’s choice, and a
right to control the fruits of one’s labour. It
also implies a right to gainful employment.
Underan ideal condition therefore, women,
like

need

political stability which
guarantees protection of their basic human
rights. They need .social security, to be able
to engage in productive activities, they
need the right to develop their talents and
the right to utilise such talents, they need
fair pay for work they perform, as well as a
right to participate in the management of
their societies as intellectuals, policy
makers, producers and consumers. This is
men,

and abuse of women’s basic human

rights have been more or less totally ignored by policy makers and planners,
despite the lip service which the latter two
pay to elimination of sexual discrimination.
In

brief, plans and policies have not been

"gender responsive". That is they have not
recognised the existing gender imbalances
,

and have not taken into account the dif-

ferent

gender roles which men and women
play in production and reproduction.
Women

are

therefore constrained in par-

in

promoting sustainable development is
going to be discussed. But before we do this
we shall briefly discuss the constraints

ticipating effectively in the development
processes because their subordinate position in society is ignored in development
planning and policy making, while their
concrete needs are equally ignored. This is

which have limited women’s contributions

reflected in the

the context within which the role of women

in
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to a

promoting sustainable growth.

are

manner

in which

allocated and utilised.

resources

Land tenure systems,
based on discriminatory
most

African

agriculture

as

states

for instance, are
policies. While

have considered

the backbone of their

economies, and while the majority of these
do

acknowledge the significant role
in the agricultural sector, very
few have paid significant attention to land
tenure systems which have been discriminating against women. The ability of
women to get loans and other credit
facilities to improve agriculture has been
constrained by their inability to own land.
The impact of discriminatory land tenure
systems on agricultural production, and
specifically the production of food crops, is
an area which needs careful analysis by
policy makers and planners. This problem
is more pronounced in countries where the
migrant labour system has led to an instates

of

women

crea.se

do

in female heads of hou.seholds, who
have power and

control over the land
they work on. This condition is worsened by the fact that the existing mral
credit policies are also blind to the existing
discriminatory systems. Women agricultural producers are not benefiting from
not

which

rural credit facilities and hence this limits
their contribution to

promoting sustainable
development in this sector.
Division of Labour

Agriculture continues to be the backbone
According to a
World Bank report (1989), agriculture
provides about 33 percent of African GDP
and 40 percent of its exports, and has great
potential for expansion (IBRD: 1989).
of African economies.

Most African communities have had

gender-specific roles in agricultural
production. Land clearing is normally assigned to men while women and men participate in tilling the land. Weeding is normally done by women, who are also
responsible for transporting crops from the
farm to the home or to cooperative units. In
terms

of division of labour, studies have in-

dicated that

women

have been

contributing
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more

men.

time in the
In

some

agricultural cycle than

parts of the continent, where

the

migrant labour system prevails, such as
in the Botswana, Lesotho and Swaziland

(BLS) countries,

women

have been forced

activities singlemigrated to the
mining industry in South Africa. The condition is worsened by the fact that the tools
of labour which women are using have
never been improved. As a matter of fact,
mechanisation of agriculture has marginalised women. The small hand hoe has
been the main farm implement women
have been using. Their backs and heads
have been the major means of transporting
food and agricultural outputs from the farm
manage all agricultural
handed as the men have
to

to

the hou.sehold and

to

the market.

Unequal division of labour cannot be igsustainable
development. The existing unequal
nored in the effort of promoting

division of labour is well documented and
we need not go into details here. Women in
Southern Africa have had a heavier load in

production and social reproduction. In
some cases, women provide up to 80 percent of agricultural labour. Women are essentially responsible for hou.sehold fcxid
security, they perform most, if not all, social reproductive tasks, including childbearing and rearing, fotxl processing and
preservation, care of the old and the sick,
fetching firewood and water for domestic
consumption, as well as caring for their
spouses. In a crisis situation, women are
supposed to adjust household consumption
as well as generate extra income to subsidise family needs.
Development policies in this continent
have been functioning under the assumption that women's labour supply is inelastic (Elson D:I99I). Increasing labour
demand

well

as

as

increased infant

mor-

tality rates have been forcing women to
produce more children. The time being
devoted to biological reprcxluctive tasks
con.strains women’s involvement in other

productive activities. In Tanzania, for instance,

it is estimated that

an

average

spends up to 17 years in pregnancy, breast-feeding and caring for the young
siblings (Havnevik et al,. 1989). Women’s
biological and social reproductive roles are
supposed to go hand in hand with their
other productive activities. The pre,sent
food insecurity cannot be i.solated from the
existing gender division of labour, which is
forcing women to take measures to increase
the child population as a source of labour.
woman

In rural

Africa, the hand hoe is the major
farm implement used by women

This is what has created

Women

only contribute to sustainable development of the agricultural
sector if the tools of labour which they use
are improved, and if their access to resources is improved. Improvement of the tools
of labour must be sensitive to the existing
gender division of labour, to avoid marginalisation of, women, who constitute a
majority of agricultural producers in the
technological advancement in the agriculcan

tural sector.
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an

imbalance be-

food

production and population
growth. Sound population policies should
not ignore the existing inequities in sexual
tween

division of

labour,

muscle energy
tion.

as

well

as

reliance

on

in production and reproduc-

methods

on

Population policies and strategies have
abusing women’s reproductive rights.
In South Africa for instance, the apartheid
regime has been using forced birth control

been

women as

political instrument for controlling the
growth of the Black community there.
(SAPEM: Vol.5 No. 6) Most family planning methods in this region are not directed
at enhancing women’s reproductive rights.
In the majority of cases, they provide pharmaceutical companies with lucrative business at the expense of women’s health and
reproductive rights. For women to be able
to participate fully in the development
process, they should be able to detennine
the number of children they need, when
they need them and the spacing. This means
having a right to decide on the type of contraceptives they use.
a

Human Resource

Development

Related to the above is the

development
policies for human resource development.
In underscoring the need to invest in the
development of human resources in Africa
as a measure to promote development on a
long-term basis, the Conference on
Security, Stability, Development and
Cooperation in Africa noted that:
Economic development and transformation will he impossible in Africa
without sustained policiesfor human
resource development and utilisation. Therefore. Africa must accord
high priority to human resource
development and utilisation (Africa
Leadei ship Forum: 1990:9.).
Unfortunately, most African states have
considered the training of high-level
human power as the only critical area for
human resource development. This limited
perception is also biased in favour of the
male. While this training of the human
resource is essential, I consider the
quality
of human resources in its totality as being
very fundamental in promoting sustainable
growth. Human resource development and
utilisation has also

to

take into considera-

tion the

reproductive processes, both
biological and social, of the human
resource. Investment in the development of
the human

Reproductive Rights

Black South African

♦

other

resources

has

to

include, among

things, child-care services, maternal

and child

services, education, water, hous-

ing and health. Unfortunately, the market
models which

most

African states

are

pur-

suing have forced governments to abdicate
39
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their

responsibility over the welfare of the
people to the households. This is indicated
in budget cuts in social services such as
water, health, housing, education and
sanitation. This has implied an increased
workload and increased

responsibility for

those who shoulder the burden of social

reproduction; that is

women.

Productive

processing and cooking food. The time
wasted in looking for firewood and water,
as well as time spent in processing food
ready for cooking, could have been saved
and firewood

were

within reach

and if the

cooking stove was to be improved. The grinding stone, which is still in
use in many parts of Africa for processing
maize and millet
main traditional staple
—

foods

—

consumes a

time. Where the

lot of women’s labour

grinding mill has been in-

troduced, it is not making a significant impact because some women have to spend

long hours walking to the mill and longer
waiting for their turn.

hours

Care of Children
The
a

care

of children remains

infants and siblings was a collective responsibility. This
has changed due to various socioeconomic
changes which are taking place in the continent. Lack of community support in
caring for and rearing children has made it
extremely difficult for women to contribute
effectively in promoting sustainable
growth. Women are forced to do most of
care

of

young

their roles with babies

on

their backs. This

does not

only affect their labour output, but
affects, in a negative way, their health and
that of their babies. The impact of growing
up on mothers’ backs has to be carefully
studied in terms of development of the
creative and innovative
children. In order

to

capacities of

improve the quality of

human resources, there is a need to invest
and

improve the tools of labour needed as
as provide supporting services for the
reproduction of the human sptecies. There
well

40

to

have

a

clearly spelt-out policy
question of

production of the human resource. The
plans must clearly spoil out the strategies
which will facilitate the improvement of
the reproductive process. This also means
giving value to what is being done in the
production of the human resource.

Educational policies and educational
plans have also limited the ability of
women to fully utilise their intellectual
energies in the management of their
economies. African states inherited genderstereotyped educational systems from the
colonial states. To date, little has been done
to

transform the

gender-type educational

systems. Very few women have access to
institutions of

higher learning. And those
specific stereotyped

who do, enter into

fields. In Tanzania and in Zimbabwe for instance, women constitute less than 25 perof the total student population of the

cent

flic: Zimbatwe Min. of Information

In most

African states, the 1980s and
1990s have witnessed the proliferation of
women's income-generating projects

existing universities. This implies that very
few

women are

able

to

contribute in the

management of their societies

as

managers, intellectuals and politicians. It
also implies that very few women are par-

ticipating in policy making and planning
essentially

woman’s role. In the African traditional

setting, the

need

Education

African women, is very stressful. Women
invest a lot of their productive energies in

water

a

which addresses the whole

Energy

The "domestic" environment, to many

if

is

processes. It is no wonder that there still
exist numerous clauses of laws which dis-

criminate

Women and Politics
Political

instability in the African conlargely contributed to the inability of African states to exploit to the
tinent has

maximum, both material and human
for their development. Political
instability has paralysed the economies of
Mozambique and Angola as the war situation has made productive work more or less
impossible to pursue. Violence in South
resources

against women.
can only participate in
promoting sustainable development if the existing
legal system provides them with equal
protection, if they have space to influence
policies in their favour and if they have
space to participate in the management of
their societies as equal members of their
communities. Under-representation of
women in higher education can partly be
used to explain the marginalisation of
women in the mainstream of development
planning, a factor which is limiting their
contribution to the implementation of such
plans. Africa needs the intellectual input of
both men and women in the development
process, in order to come out with a more
balanced development agenda. This can
only be done by removing gender barriers
which limit women’s access to higher

only be able
promoting sustainable
development if they are part of the process
which is going to shape the future of that
country. This means policies which are
leading to the creation of the new South
Africa cannot ignore the concerns of

forms of education.

women,

Women

Africa has made it difficult for

women

to

participate effectively in the present
negotiation process. The process which led
to the signing of the peace accord, for instance, left out women, and yet women in
South Africa have been in the forefront in
the

struggle for the establishment of a
peaceful South African

democratic and
state

(SPEAK: No. 37: 1991).

Women in South Africa will

contribute in

who have suffered from sexual disSapemJuly, 1992
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crimination, colonial oppression, racial discrimination, as well as class oppression

(Qunta: 1992).

Security
Both

men

be

fail to engage in
when the state fails to

and

schooling. And yet African states have
claimed that African culture is dynamic and
change oriented. When it comes to i.ssues
of gender inequity, African culture seems to

protecting the culture of oppression.
play that dynamic role,

For culture to

women

themselves have

to create an alter-

productive activities
security. For women
however, social security has not been con-

native culture that challenges the culture of
oppression, which has been endorsed by

fined

African

offer minimum

to war-torn

countries. The

existing

legal systems have failed to protect women
against various abu.ses of their basic human
rights. The majority of women are living
under actual and potentially explosive
violent environments. The issue of domes-

tic violence has

not been addressed by the
existing political systems, and yet the mass
media is full of horrifying reports of domestic violence, especially against women and
children. Employers and top-level executives have been sexually harassing women,
a

factor which

cy.

can

constrain their efficien-

Some learning institutions, including

universities, have created enviroments very
hostile to female students, a factor which
might constrain their academic performance as

well

as

di.scourage women’s

ticipation in these in.stitutions,
and

as

par-

students

members of academic staff.
Women’s contributions in the production of
as

knowledge is thus constrained.
There

seems to

be

need for

policies
which clearly spell out what constitutes
violence against women. Measures to
protect women against various forms of
violence, including domestic violence and
violence at the work place, have to be clearly strategised.
Besides policy environment, women
have also been constrained by existing social cultural nomis which perceive them as
inferior

or

a

second-class citizens.

Social Cultural Norms

Although the position of African

women

undemiine the posi.society. This has had some
negative impact in promoting sustainable
development. Culture has been u.sed to justify the subordinate position of women in
to

tion of women in

the hou.sehold,

a

factor which discriminates

against women, as regards property ownership. Culture has also been used to justify
the existing unequal division of labour.
Some cultural nonns, with regard to age at
maniage and marriage rights, have also
limited women’s participation in formal
SAPEM July, 1992

states.

This is the

context

women’s initiatives have to be

in which

analysed.

SAPEM, Vol. 4, No. 12). And yet such activities can only be sustained if, and only if,
they are part of the mainstream plans.Tliat
is if they have to be planned for, budgeted
for and supported. With the pre.sent trends
of liberali.sation of the economy however,
the income-generating activities will not
survive

competition from external and incompanies. Less state intervention in
the economy might be a disadvantage to

ternal

women’s economic activities.
Women in this continent have been im-

Women’s Initiatives

Participation of women in the developprocess has been constrained by their
inability to influence policy making and
planning as well as their inability to change
the patriarchal ideology which continues to
legitimise their subordinate status in
society. The majority of women have been
participating in the economy as marginal
ment

in the

agricultural sector, where they
they do not own with the
crudest of tools and produce crops which
they do not control. Others have opted to
participate in the informal sector, where
there is no state support and. at worst, they
are victims of state
repression because most
actors

till the land which

of their activities, such as street vending or
local beer brewing, are considered as il-

legal. A small fraction which is employed
participates in this sector as semi-skilled, unskilled or lowest paid
in the formal sector

wage earners.
retrenchment

These have been victims of
measures

which govern-

pursuing in the name of StrucAdjustment Programmes (SAPs).

ments are

tural

Women have taken various initiatives in
order to overcome some of the constraints
which limit their effective

participation in
development process. Some have organised economic groups and cooperative
ventures. During the 1980s and 1990s,
the

most

in traditional societies remains undocumented, there has been a tendency to use
culture and tradition

women

of the African

states

plementing projects and plans which have
been imposed upon them by their governments and the donor community. The marginalised position of women in the African
continent has been u.sed by African states
and donor governments to inject funds for
issues other than those directed

proliferation of women's income-generating projects. Most of these groups,

able to them. Women will contribute

decisions which affect them and

large. This is the

women’s groups, such as the Zambian Women’s Lobby Group, to organise
for political influence. Women can only
contribute to the sustainable

through

socioeconomic crisis with
minimum social upheavals as women ab-

Select
I.
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a severe

sorb the shocks of the crisis (Meena:

development

if they are part of those who design
plans and fomiulate policies. TTiis means
they have to take a more aggressive role in
the management of their societies. African
states have to recognise that unless men and
women participate in
designing development programmes and formulate
policies
for the development process, sustainable
development will be a distant dream.
process

are

enabling the majority of African states to go

society at
context which has forced

some

fare-oriented. Further, most of them are
small and lack sufficient official support
and have therefore remained outside the
mainstream plans (ibid). The women’s in-

more

effectively if they participate in the

however, are small, have been confined to
the informal sector and, as Diane Elson
noted (1991), are not economically viable
and, in the majority of cases, tend to be wel-

at em-

powering women. African women have to
fight for greater participation in the
decision-making organs and should
demand governments to be more account-

witnessed the

come-generating activities, however,

♦
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ARTS AND CULTURE
EUROPEAN EESTIVALS TO BENEFIT AFRICAN ARTISTS
Stephen J.Chifunyise
WHAT HAS been called the ‘festivisation
of Europe’,

due to the strengthening of cul-

tural programmes

intended for the

festival calendars that

can

be distributed

widely. Other strategies involve using
sociations of twin cities and their

European Community, is expected to

associations

benefit African

planning festivals and conditions for

performing artists. There is
a growing movement within the European
Community to feature culture as the most
dominant factor in

strengthening the

circulate information

to

as-

publicity
on

par-

ticipation.

as a way

on common

of maximising infonnaproducts and of

cultural

as

in costs,

as

the unified communica-

tion systems

become

a

of the European Community
major facilitator of the.se fes-

Festivals

are

also

being regarded, within

European Community, as an effective
method of promoting youth tourism. The
the young

people are made aware of
major arts festivals in different cities of the
Community,the more they plan their visits
around the festival, thereby promoting a vimore

able transport

industry in the region.

Musical Festivals

Many festival organisers in the European
Community believe that funds provided by

Many festival organi.sers in Europe
strongly believe that

lot of African

the EEC to Africa under the Lome Conven-

per-

tion, should be used to enable African per-

fonning artists will greatly benefit from

forming artists to take part in these fes-

this

development.Unfortunately.there is

tivals,

not

enough information available to

African

a

perfomiing artists about these fes-

tivals.Most of the

get to know

performing artists who

what festivals have been

planned for Europe are those with
managers

fort

to

efthe effective exchange of

and agents in the North. In

promote

infonnation

on

both commercial and

an

com-

help them promote their
products. It has been proved that African
musicians who appear in a number of interso as to

national music festivals, tend to increase
the sales of their records

tremendously. Un-

fortunately, the tendency has been to feature the same musicians and to approach
only those with managers in Europe.
Other festival managers

in the European

munity arts festivals, international arts as-

Community have suggested the holding of

sociations

regular musical festivals in Africa so that

42

are

coming together to publish

able to mount festivals of the
ensure

magnitude

the presence

Europe arts festivals

of a cross
performing

are

often

or-

dent that

well-planned festivals are most vi-

able and

major opportunities for the
industry.

tourism

create

Radio and Television

the

tivals.

Exchange of Information

organised

ganised jointly by record companies, hotel
chains, city councils, ministries of culture
and tourism, national airlines and private
music promoters. This approach ensures
that musicians will be paid attractive fees
and be provided with adequate accommodation and travel arrangements. It is evi-

improving the economic status of perform-

creases

are

by individual music promoters, who are not

artists. In

com-

ing arts. Festivals are therefore being seen
active marketing strategies which encourage the widest promotion of records,
videos and fdms and which bring the artists
of Europe to grassroots level communities.
By cleverly linking up arts festivals, it is
possible to increase the number of community cultural events without major in-

musical events in Africa

section of musicians and other

are also major strides in
promoting music, dance and theatre fesrivals, which are closely linked between the
various countries of the European Com-

tion

most

that would

munity. There

munity,

they can visit those festivals to scout for the
talent for their own festivals.Unfortunately,

One of the most
ments
use

in the

interesting develop-

European Community is the

of radio and television in

fonnation

on arts

promoting in-

festivals within the Com-

munity. Many disc jockeys

private and
public radio stations announce forthcoming
music festivals

as

on

their contribution

to

the

growth of the music industry. Unlike in the
past, when radio stations

thought that

providing information on such cultural
products was like providing free market
facilities for musicians and record

com-

panics, it is now evident that music stations
that have

more news

about musicians and

musical events, are the most

popular and

tend to attract advertisements that way.

Many music radio stations in Europe have
derived methods where short live discus-

sions, with popular musicians talking about
their

planned perfomiance tours and fesan integral part of their

tivals. have become

programming.»
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THE IMF AND STRUCTURAL ADJUSTMENT
The IMF and the South: The Social

Impact of Crisis and Adjustment, edited by

Dharam Ghai, ZED Books Ltd, London, 1991 for UNRISD, Geneva
Reviewed
'I'HIS BOOK is yet another exploration of
the debate over the crisis in Africa, the

cal forces, on

as

externally induced refomi

measures

encapsulated in World Bank structural

adjustment programmes and International
Monetary Fund stabilisation conditionalities. The editor, Dharam Ghai,

a

former Chief of Research under the ILO’s

might quarrel with the claim of the
or uniqueness of the
approach of
the btxik as claimed by the editor, given the
emerging published literature and recently
launched ongoing research projects in the

of

provides

stitute for Social

Development, observes
to provide a'new
approach' to the study of crises and reform
in the South by eschewing "the technical
analysis of the impact on macroeconomic
imbalances and efficiency in resource
that the book is intended

allocation” of crises and refomi

cited above. The book, however,

excellent summary and sampling of the range of issues, findings and
views on the above topics in an accessible
format and style characterised by a
humility informed by the complexity of the
issues at stake and the authors' underlying
commitments to. and empathies with the in-

crises and reform

on

economic relations,
stitutional factors:

specifically, they attempt to
deal with such issues as the impact of
the crisis and adjustment on social
and

orf>anisations. the

struggles waged by different social
groups to defend their economic interests.

cial

the effect of economic and so-

changes on the balance ofpoliti-

Sapem July. 1992

The introduction,

lines the
nature

by Dharam Ghai. outpolitical economy of the origin,

and evolution of the crises in Latin

America and Africa in the

More

structures

■America and Africa

impact of

political forces and in-

South.

Post-World War II Crises in Latin

measures.

social differentiation,

an

terests of the

Rather, the contributions opt for a systematic discussion of the wider

and power

One

areas

Head of the United Nations Research In-

nature

‘newness’

World

Employment Programme (architects
basic needs strategies) and currently

the

ofthe state, as also on shifts in power
between national and foreign
economic political interests. (p.I)

Caribbean and Latin America and the limits
of the

by Guy Mhone

post-World War
period. He notes that the state-initiated
import substitution strategies characteristic
of that peritxl were sustained by an alliance
11

of

state

bureaucrats and functionaries, in-

dustrialists (in Latin America

especially),

in the urban informal economy and, to a
lesser extent, the landed ol igarchy, recei ved
attention in

development policies”.
(p.3) He observes that import substitution
strategies constituted a ‘national project’
aimed at promoting economic developscant

ment

but

soon ran out

of steam in the face

of internal and external contradictions and
adverse

developments.

The con.sequent

advent of externally in-

duced reforms, Ghai asserts, has

hijacked
dynamics of the crisis and of the
transition from the national project to strut'tural adjustment under international
sponsorship”. Ghai points out that the consequences have been profound and include
the abandoning of economic planning, deindustrialisation, reinforcement of primary
production and historical colonially determined legacies in the role of the South in
the "social

the international division of labour, and the

shrinking of the formal sector. More
generally, he notes, the reach and power of
the state has declined while adversely affected social groups resort to various survival adaptive strategies reflected in informalisation of economic activities and the

of new forms of speculative and
rent-.seeking behaviour based on exploiting

emergence

middle classes and urban workers while the

the liberal economic environment. The rest

“interests of certain social groups

of the book

small peasants,

within the

such as
rural workers, participants

explores the foregoing themes
of the problematics of

context
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he

reasserting the diverted or hijacked ‘national

project’.
The Reform Process

Chapter 2, by Ghai and Hewitt de
provides a more detailed overview of the overall problematic as it relates
Alcantara
to

Africa, Latin America and the Caribbean.

They systematically catalogue the losers
and beneficiaries of the reform process and
note that the consequence has been a shift
in incomes away from labour and toward
capital, a worsening of the welfare of the
urban working classes and the middle classes, and an improvement of the welfare of
groups associated with the international
economy. They conclude that the overall
consequence of reform has been the
‘internationalisation’ and ‘informalisation’
of the economies in the South, leading to a
fluid and unstable situation in which social
control declines, the role of the state

diminishes and the search for democracy
becomes even more difficult.
A question immediately arises here as to
whether the crisis-ridden countries of the
South

ever

surmounted the tentacles of in-

temationalisation and the

tendency toward

ajflicted by anti-developmental
regimes, demented individual
leaders, mistaken policies, and selfdefeating proclivities and biases.

market orientation) have succeeded in in-

(p.87)

nal shocks and status in the international

Rather, Mkandawire stresses global

them

comes

“highly

nerable

to

open and extremely vulexternal factors without always

having the capacity to exploit opportunities
afforded them by the external environment.’’

(P. 88)

Mkandawire’s

unequivocal dismissal of
explanations and support
‘extemali.st’ argument provides a

the ‘internalist’

for the

convenient basis

on

which

to

discuss the

thrust of the

remaining articles in the book.
Mkandawire’s position affords us the opportunity to raise the issues in the book in
a slightly different light. The debate over
the

causes

ness or

of the crisis, and the effective-

relevance of structural

measures

in

adjustment

reversing it, is often obfuscated

by the internal/external causes dichotomy.
First, it is to be accepted as Mkandawire
especially, has afflicted both ‘capitalist’
both ‘successful’ and ‘failure’ economies

the “Crisis

and

Adjustment in sub-Sahara Africa” contends, or to explain why the crisis has continned, as Jorge Schvarzer in “Opening Up
the Economy, Debt and Crisis: The Inescapable Relationship” claims with regard

Argentina. Mkandawire criticises the
relevance of internal factors in explaining

to

the crisis in Africa. He dismisses such fac-

inappropriate economic policies,
personal rule, urban bias and
rent-seeking behaviour as inadequate, if
not irrelevant, explanations. He acidly

tors as

cultural traits,

notes

that:

problem with virtually all the
'internalist' arguments is that they
can at best only account for developOne

ments
most

since 1973. Prior to that time

African economies peiformed

reasonably well. If one believes that
Africa's economic problems arise
from internal causes, therefore, it
would he nece.s.sary to explain bow a
whole sub-continent could suddenly
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why the crisis-rid-

developmentalist orientation.
Once the issue is posed this

through the subsequent contribu-

on

division of labour; and

by the ‘Dependency school’ as the major
on African economies, making

constraints

tions, the issue of ‘internationalisation’ reemerges in different contexts to explain the
Mkandawire’s contribution

developmentali.st orientation and

den countries failed to evolve

contends, that since the crisis, in Africa

origins of the crisis,as Thandika

a

structural features akin to those underlined

informalisation in the first place. As one
reads

itiating

programme that has qualitatively enhanced
their economic welfare, resiliency to exter-

and ‘socialist’ oriented economies, and

alike, internal factors cannot adequately
causes of the crises in all these
countries. Second, nevertheless, it is also to
be accepted that over the post-World War II

explain the

a number of countries in the South
have succeeded in extricating themselves

period

from constraints of their inherited status in
the international division of labour and
have not been afflicted

by crises of similar
magnitude and duration in the post-1975
period.so that external factors alone are not
adequate explanations of the crisis either,
as

Mkandawire claims.
The issue is

perhaps best posed as folgiven the nature of the global
economy and the inherited economic struclows:

and roles in the international economy
of the South.were the domestic policies
tures

pursued after independence geared to extricate

their economies from this economic

legacy? We do know now that some
managed to do so while
others have not. Then really.the debate
needs to centre on unravelling why some
countries in the South (the newly industrialising countries of both socialist and
countries have

a

similar

way

it be-

clear that in Africa, for instance.the

pre-crisis ‘success’ stories like Malawi,
Kenya, Cote d’Ivoire, and currently
Botswana.are countries where economic

growth has been reinforcing their
peripheral status within the global
economy whereas the ill-fated attempts at
state-led import substitution industrialisation.as attempted in Zambia, Ghana, and
Tanzania,were short-lived and indeed
failed to extricate the.se countries from their
inherited

The question then is not so
all-constraining nature of external factors, as why a developmentalist
orientation has failed to emerge and be implemented in African countries and other
status.

much the

crisis-ridden countries in the South that
at

low levels of economic

are

development. It

is also in this context that the current exter-

nally induced reforms need to be assessed:
that is, whether they are capable of
materialising a development path that challenges the international division of labour
or are merely likely to reinforce it.
It is refreshing that the rest of the contrihutions in this btx)k

more or

themselves to the issue

as

less address

posed above.

on “The
Economic Crisis and the Commonwealth

Clive Thomas in his article

Caribbean”, pointedly asserts that the
causes of the crisis are rtxrted in internal
structures of the .societies and their interaction with external factors. He notes that the
nature of the crisis is both economic and social. thus,” to locate the crisis in

an ex-

clusively economic sphere, or to pursue its
treatment separately from the wider issues
of economic reactivation, reorientation,

growth and development, will leave it
unresolved”. {p.61)
He notes that a developmentalist orientation has been lacking in earlier policies
and present solutions to the crisis. Thomas
calls for the need to “to pursue, as

far as
possible, the modification of its [the Commonwealth Caribbean] engagement in the
international economy, if the broader social
goals of economic development and inde-
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pendence, economic and social justice,
to be realised”. (p.6l)
Mahmood Mamdani's

are

contribution,

titled

“Uganda: Contradictions in the IMF
Programme and Perspective”, extends the
analyses by Thomas and Schvarger by
noting that if one goal of economic
development is the creation of an independent, self-sustained integrated
economy that assures a new status in the
global economy,then previous policies in
Uganda have not been on target and current

Mamdani suggests that a ‘national
project’ along the lines of the NIC (newly
industrialising countries) strategy is called
for, and that it is this type of ‘national
project’ that has been missing from past
policies (in Africa for instance) or has been
misconceived in terms of internal policies
or has been derailed by external political
and economic factors

(in Latin America for

instance) in currently crisis-ridden
countries in the South. At this

countries, institutional changes initiated by

juncture, the
question whether such a ‘national project'
did indeed exist is perhaps a moot one.
Nevertheless, the implication of
Mkandawire’s analysis is that it existed in
Africa but was derailed or foiled by the conjuncture of external factors in the mid197()s. Similarly, Blanca Heredia in her
contribution titled “The Political Economy

the

of the Mexican Crisis”, would believe such

refonn

measures

will be unable

to

promote

this

goal. Mamdani suggests that an alternative “nationalist paradigm cai\ be found
in the experience of certain South-East
Asian countries, often on both sides of the

ideological divide”, (p.2()5). In these
in

conjunction with a national
bourgeoisie acted as levers to liberate the
productive forces in agriculture and industry. He notes that:
Closely tied to land reform was an
active state whose economic policies
had a dual orientation: to protect the
internal market for domestic
manufactures, and to direct local
capital into investments necessary
from the point of view of long-term
economic development, (p. 205)
He proceeds further:
state or

Whether in South Korea

Taiwan, liherali.sation

nr/.r

or

in

not the

first act in a developmental process
cast along neo-classical lines:
rather, liberalisation

was

contingent
market for

of both the creation of a
ma.ss consumption and the build-up
of the competitive .strength of local
producers. Liberalisation did not
create competitiveness: rather competitive strength was built up within
the protective environs of an e.xpanding market and created the precondition for liberalisation.
It is this issue of institutional changes, of

a

‘national

project’

Mexico, but it

Wuyts

was

Mozambique and E.V.K. FitzNicaragua, show how such a
project could not even be formulated, let
alone implemented, given the conjuncture
of cold war.external meddling, internal
civil strife and the legacy of underdevelopment and dependency in these countries.
Gerald

on

on

Richard Sandbrook. however, in his contribution titled “Economic Crisis, Structural

Adjustment and the State in Subthat the
reason developmental states did not evolve
Sahara Africa”, would argue
in sub-Sahara Africa

was

restate

debate

the ‘internal
over

the

versus

cause

Mkandawire. Internal factors
not so

crises but because their

the associated UN

agencies,have sidestepped with neither explanation nor ceremony. And this issue
must be central to any attempt to devi.se a
medium-term alternative to the IMF’s

perspective, (p. 205).
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external’ factors

of crises raised

World Bank

even

due to the slow

growth of a ‘rational-legal state’ in individual countries,given the predominance
of patrimonial systems of governance.
Sandbrook contends that structural adjustment programmes have further weakened
the role of the state, thereby retarding the
growth of the rational state that could act
developmentally.
Now, in light of the above contributions
by Thomas and Mamdani,it is possible to

social transformation, that the IMF and the
—

attempted in

of steam; and Marc

ran out

are

at

by

issue

much because

they are a cause of
configuration and
impact on the economy has facilitated the
transmission and aggravation of negative
impacts of external shocks. In this respect,
with regard to Africa, it might be possible
to

claim that almost all sub-Saharan

countries except

♦

perhaps for South Africa

(relative to the other countries) have not

pursued internal policies aimed at enhancing the ability of their economies to maintain sustainable growth and absorb or
cushion external shocks. The question of
course,is why this has been the case, and
whether it is possible to reorient internal
policies accordingly. An insistence that
past internal policies were inevitably determined by external factors, which may also
preclude their reorientation, not only flies
in the face of the recent economic development history of the late industrialisers, but
is a resort to undue pessimism and
defeatism about the prospects of viable
change, even within the context of the
present global world order. Fortunately, the
contributions by Mamdani and Thomas
suggest that such pessimism is uncalled for.
Nevertheless, one might wish to ask
whether the national
project.along the
lines suggested by Mamdani.is indeed possible, given the pre.sent conjuncture of external global factors and internal political,
economic and social forces, even as already
being revamped by current refomis; and if
such a project is indeed possible, what are
the preconditions for its initiation and
launching? What would be its content? And
how would it be implemented? These are
questions not adequately or explicitly addressed in Mamdani’s and any other contributions in the book, although the need for
such a project as an alternative to past
policies and present reforms,is amply
.stated in the various contributions. More

generally, there is
a

call for

more

a strong leaning towards
democratic and open forms

of governance as a preliminary step toward
the clarification of the ‘national project.’
Thus Yusuf Bangura

and Bjorn Beckman in

their contribution titled “The African
Workers and Structural

Adjustment; The
Nigerian Case”, challenge the view that
African workers are irresponsible and
obstructions during the reform process.
They conclude that the workers merely
react to protect their interests and that what
is needed during the reform process is a
way of disciplining the estate from below,
by allowing full expression of democratic
forces, including workers’ autonomy.
Similarly, Edward J. Amadeo and José
Marcio Camargo in their contribution titled
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“Brazil: Economic Crisis,

Organised
Democracy”
state that “Any successful attempt to
stabilise the Brazilian economy and
recover its capacity to grow depends on the
cooperation of the organised labour movement.” (p. 179) They proceed further to
stipulate the following:
Labour and the Transition to

There

are

certain institutional and

political requirements for the estahlishment of concerted policies. The
main social actors must he centrally
organi.sed and representative: there
must he a certain degree of agreement in terms of the nece.'i.'iity to
negotiate the objectives, and the
government must have a certain degree of legitimacy, (p. 179)
The problem, they note, is whether the
ruling elite are capable of living up to the

foregoing requirements, and if not, how a
stalemate between labour, capital and the
state

is

to

be resolved

processes.
The foregoing

contained in this
to

to

usher in democratic

recasting of the views
book does not do justice

the wealth of infomiation it contains

con-

cerning its major objective: that is, the
analysis of the impact of the crises and of
structural adjustment measures on social
structures, social and political struggles,
relations between civil society and the
and between domestic and external

state,

economic forces. The bottom line of much
of the

analysis along the foregoing lines
seems to be a plea for greater space in
which civil society can assert its interests in
economic matters, and a responsive, accountable but activist state geared toward a
nationalistic form of development strategy.
However, it is not by eschewing the pedan¬

tic and endless technical

analysis of finetuning the favoured policy instruments of
the IMF and World Bank academic and

policy apologists,in favour of the preceding
approach.that the book's approach can be
said to be 'new' or unique. It is, rather, in
the attempt by the authors to broach atid
place on the agenda issues related to the
conditions and prospects for proceeding
beyond structural adjustment programmes
in the search for meaningful solutions to the
current crisis. In this respect the editor and
contributors

are

to

be commended for ta-

bling the issues in a non-dogmatic and nonpedantic manner, and awakening us to the
realisation and challenge that more needs
to

be said and should be said about the is-

sues

raised from the

South

point of view of the

by the South. ♦

MOZAMBIQUE: A NATION DESTROYED EROM WITHOUT OR WITHIN?

Mozambique: Who Calls the Shots? by Joseph Hanlon
(London, James Currey, 1991).
Renamo: Terrorism in

Mozambique, by Alex Vines (London, James Currey, 1991).
Reviewed

by Anne Derges

AFRO-PESSIMISM.

Possibly Mozambisprings to mind at the mention of this
word. Mozambique, a land so rich in

being recolonised by the Portuguese. Han-

que

the
entire international aid network: NGOs

natural

such

resources

(water, energy, sea ports,

wildlife, good agricultural land) was, in a
newspaper report, dubbed the
world’s poorest and least-developed nation. These two books attempt to portray
recent

Ion extends this observation to

as

World Vision

as

well

as

cover

the med-

dlings of the IMF/World Bank. This viewpoint is intere.sting and gives a broader
perspective to the “problem” of Mozambique, beyond the now well known and well
documented South African connection.

the background and reasons for the utter
destruction of the country, following the
watershed of Zimbabwe’s independence in

from

1980.

to

Vines, however, also looks at his subject
to

a new

perspective. In the introduction
study attempts

his book, he states that his

demonstrate that Renamo is

a

real

Vines traces the

completely different angles.
history of the Renamo
movement operating within the country
and Hanlon shows how foreign interests

military-based organisation, operating
from within the country, not a collection of
bandit groupings or loosely connected warlords as sometimes depicted, and that
Mozambique’s problems do not derive

have led to its recolonisation. In

from external destabilisation.

The two books examine this destruction
from

two

tide in

a recent ar-

Africa South (June 1992), Rachel
Waterhouse describes how Mozambique is
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Thus the

of the

causes

books

give opposing views
of Mozambique’s downfall.

two

Vines suggests that it was Mozambique's
ill-advised economic policies which contributed to discontent and

hardship and

sisted the formation of

rebel

a

whereas Hanlon notes the

as-

movement,

successes

of

Mozambique's economic policies around
1980
and indeed in 1980-81 tangible improvements could be noted. Hanlon
ascribes the destruction of Mozambique
entirely to external destabilising forces.
Both books are extremely well researched. Hanlon’s journalistic style is immensely readable; Vines being more dense
and scholarly. The two books emerged at
—

about the
tive

same

time, and it is most instruc-

read both of them

together. Both
point out that much rethinking must be
to

done in the search for

a

solution to

Mozambique’s problems and to bring about
a lasting peace. They show that it is necessary to look beyond “Afro-pessimism.” ♦
SapemJuly. 1992
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Compiled by I’homas Deve.
Comments from the floor

AFRICAN ASSOCIATON OF
POLITICAL SCIENCE

(Zimbabwe Chapter)

(AAPS) FORUM

—

FREEDOM OF

THE PRESS
BILL SAIDI, the

a

BOOK LAUNCH

Research Fellow at the

University of
Zimbabwe. Institute of Development Studies, addressed the
AAPS June Forum on the subject “Press Freedom and Diversity
of Both Public and Private Media in Zimbabwe”.
The

meeting was chaired by Dr Lloyd Sachikonye, who in his
opening remarks, underlined the importance of press freedom in
the building of democratic societies. He noted that in the context
of Zimbabwe, anxiety was very high on the question of media
ownership. On the existence of the press, he said the debate had
two extremes. On the one hand, people cited the mushrooming
of independent newspapers and magazines as a good indicator of
freedom of the press, whilst on the other extreme, people have
eited difficulties in operating conditions as pointing towards nonexistent independence.
Bill Saidi

promise democracy and freedom of action. Whilst most people
welcomed the expansion of the private press, they however cantioned against equating private with independent.

managing editor of the Suiulay Times and

Bornwell K. Chakaodza.

generally echoed Bill Saidi’s senti-

that total government control of newspapers, radio and
television networks was dangerous as this could easily comments

On

July 3. 1992,

than 60 people gathered at SAFES Trust
launching of Dr Jonathan Moyo's book. The
Politics of Administration: Understanding Bureaucracy in
Africa. The Executive Director of SAFES Trust, Dr Ibbo Mandaza. opened the occasion, which was graced by the presence of
more

head office for the

senior citizens like the former Chief Justice, Enock Dumbutshena. former

University of Zimbabwe Vice-Chancellor, Frof

Walter Kamba. former editor of the Financial Gazette Geoff

Nyarota. to

name a

few.

glorified the independent media which, he argued,

stood for the truth in situations where governments used outright
lies to keep themselves in power. He reiterated that the function

of the media
was

left

to

was to expo.se the truth to the public,
the government media, there was

and if the task
absolutely no

guarantee that the truth would Ix' told.
Bornwell Chakaodza warned the audienee that it

must not

neeessarily accept the popular fiction afxnit the media in this
country; that "what is state-controlled is inherently evil and
bad", and "what is

privately owned is inherently good and
not to lose sight of the
potential for positive and democratic content that could be available in the Government-controlled media. More importantly,
people should not as a result of economic hardships, see hope and
assurance for freedom in institutions owned or backed by big
businesses
the very institutions that were opposed to the
freedom that people fought for. In his concluding remarks,
Chakaodza urged those engaged in the debate to look at both the
negative and positive elements of the public and private media
because a press owned and controlled by capitalist business was
intrinsically no more independent than a press owned by the state
and the bottom line was that neither was independent and free.
desirable". He cautioned Zimbabweans

—
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The author, Dr Jonathan

Moyo

In his brief welcome

speech and remarks. Dr Ibbo Mandaza
urged academics in the
region to take advantage of the printing and publishing facilities
offered by SAFFHO. the publications department of the organisation. and the SAFES bookshop, committed to the dissemination of research results and information from the regional
outlined the role of the SAFES Trust and

acatiemic and re.search institutions.
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Dr Jonathan Moyo, who spent the greater part of the
evening
signing autographs, thrilled the guests when he remarked that the
book was more of “constructive criticism”, especially on the

BOOKS RECEIVED
Jonathan

Moyo, Politics of Administration; Understanding
Bureaucracy in Africa. SAPES Books, Harare 1992.
Peter Anyang’ Nyong’o (ed),
30 Years of Independence in
Africa: The Lost Decades? Academy Science Publishers,

question of public policy and government’s accountability to the
people. He also congratulated SAPES for producing his book in
a very short space of time,
debunking the myth that African
scholars must always look to the North and the West for
publishers.

,

Nairobi, 1992.
Von Der Weide, Denis.

Space. Geneva, United Nations, 1992.

VISITORS TO SAPES TRUST
During the month of June, SAPES Trust

was honoured by visits
by a number of scholars and academics
coming either to research at the Library and Documentation
to

FORTHCOMING CONFERENCE

its central secretariat

Centre,

or to

Development Democracy and Outer

South Africa Which

familiarise themselves with SAPES Trust. These in-

eluded

Wang Xubo and Zhu-Wei-rong from the Chinese Embas.sy in Zimbabwe; Michael Chege, Ford Foundation Harare; Prof
Harvey Glickman, Haverford College, USA; Olof Hesselmark,
Sweden; Pius Dunaiski, Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Namibia;

As

Way Forward?

follow up to

the Board of Trustees of the Ford Foundation from Vassar Col-

the official opening of an office for SAPES
(South Africa), African Association of Political Science (AAPS)
(Continental) in conjunction with SAPES (Regional), will be
holding a conference organised around the theme “South Africa
W hich Way Forward’?” from Augu.st 18-22.
The conference is expected to attract more than 60 people from

lege; Jill Rhodes, Ford Foundation; Micheal Moohr, USA, Mag-

It is

Bethuel Setai, SAPES (South Africa); Haroub Othman, IDS.
Tanzania; Frances D. Fergerson, the chairperson and member of

daleen Grusto and Gohan Bilman, SIDA Stockholm, and
Severine Rugumamu, IDS, Tanzania.
Professors Aki

Sawyerr and Goran Hyden conducted a weeklong evaluation exercise at SAPES Trust from June 30, 1992 to
July 7 1992. They held a series of meetings with the Executive
Director Dr Ibbo Mandaza. Research Fellows, at SAPPHO, Dr

all

a

over

Africa and

hoped that

a

few South African scholars in the

diaspora.

research agenda will be designed from the
various themes that will be di.scussed. fulfilling the objectives of
the organisers, ie, to facilitate the mobilisation of academics in
the Black community, thereby contributing to the capacity building in the fields of social science research, teaching and publications, and extending their network in Southern Africa. ♦
a

Lloyd Sachikonye, AAPS; and the Harare repre.sentatives of
They had the opportunity of visiting the
University of Zimbabwe and attending the SAPES July 3 book
SIDA and SAREC.

launch.
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